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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

24 April -

Prayer Group Mtg. (8.00pm)

•

24 April -

Used Uniform Sale (3.30pm)

•

27 April 		

Inter form Chess Challenge
(3.30pm)

•

4 May -

Wilson’s Got Talent

•

5 May -

Y8 PFA Cake Sale

•

8 May -

Prayer Group Meeting

		(8.00 pm)
•

9 May -

Y8 Music Option Concert

		

(7.00 pm)

•

10 May -

Y7 Parents’ Eve. (4.00 pm)

•

11 May -

Vocal Recital Evening
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		(7.00 pm)

The Annual Spring Concert was an overwhelming
success. The music-making was of the very
best quality and the evening went from strength
to strength, finally culminating in a rousing
performance of Haydn’s Nelson Mass with the
Chamber Orchestra, and a choir of over 80
students. We were incredibly lucky to be joined
by visiting soprano soloist, Jessica Broad, who
performed the coloratura soli fabulously, and all
students involved really rose to the challenge,
most notably those students who also performed
soli as part of the performance. Other highlights
included the Wind Band performing a number
of Samba Greats, and the Senior Orchestra
performing music from Harry Gregson-Williams’
score for the film The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe.

A special item celebrating our recent Founder’s
Day was also premiered in the form of Mr
Elsom’s Wilson’s March, which contained a few
references to the School Hymn by H Murrill. A
number of smaller chamber items complemented
the large-scale works, and over 200 students
participated in the event. In his vote of thanks,
Mr Cole took the opportunity to thank all those
students for whom this will be their last concert at
Wilson’s.
We thank them, and all parents, staff and other
students for all that they give to the Music
Department at Wilson’s.

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Reports
Reports will be sent to parents in the
coming days (Years 7-10). This is the
perfect opportunity for boys to take work
home to discuss with their parents in
the context of assessment marks and
diligence grades. Any questions should
be directed to Heads of Year.

The National
Childrens’ Wind
Orchestra (NCWO)
Jamal Elaheebocus attended a residential week with the NCWO in April.
The week culminated in a concert at
which Jamal was one of two oboists
selected to play. In order to
participate, a student must be grade 7
upwards in their chosen instrument.
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The NCWO is characterised by its
musical flair and speed of learning
new repertoire. No compromise is
made for lack of age and experience.
Standard works of the Wind
Orchestra Repertoire are studied,
ready for performances at the end
of the Easter course. The NCWO is
proud to have commissioned a
number of wind orchestra pieces
which are now standard repertoire all
over the world.

PSHE UPDATE

FIRST GIVE FINAL
On Friday 24 March, eight Year 9 Teams were preparing themselves
to deliver a presentation as the culmination of the First Give
Programme. First Give is an initiative that allows students to
investigate a local charity together and then coaches them on how
to give excellent presentations.  This then leads to a final where two
teams win £250 for their chosen charity and the winning team wins
£1000- which for some of the smaller charities that were chosen is no
small amount.

We have had a very busy Spring Term with the boys looking at a
range of different topics. Importantly, all students reviewed the
safeguarding procedures of the school and are now clear on what
to do if they feel unsafe or think someone around them is in danger.
This was twinned with an innovative questionnaire we undertook,
where the boys were asked about their online habits and activities.
This was designed to help us tailor the PSHE programme and
general school life towards their ever changing needs. Year 9
Students also presented their final presentations for the First Give
Foundation.
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This term we are moving on to new and interesting topics and they
are as follows:
YEAR 7: Healthy Eating, Resilience, Revision Skills, Money Matters
and Consumerism.
YEAR 8: The big focus here is E-Safety. We are going be having a
talk from The Breck Foundation (http://www.breckfoundation.org) and
the rest of our lessons will be looking at how we can stay safe online.
YEAR 9: The focus here is Healthy Relationships- safe sex, attitudes
to pornography and consent are all covered. Students will also be
following up on the play they watch from The Daniel Spargo Mabbs
Foundation (http://www.dsmfoundation.org.uk), which looked at drugs
and discussing drug and alcohol use.
YEAR 10: They will be looking at healthy relationships from another
point of view and will be looking at the role of women and sexism
and then looking at some very hard hitting aspects of relationshipsdomestic violence, female genital mutilation and honour based
violence.
YEAR 11: As Year 11s only have a short amount of time left before
their Study Leave, the focus is going to be on revision techniques and
how to support students in this stressful time.
As always, the way in which the students have engaged with these
difficult and challenging topics never fails to impress the PSHE
teachers at Wilson’s. This enables them to gain perspective on lives
that they may not get through other lessons. It is also important to
note how the PSHE teachers at Wilson’s have created positive and
safe learning environments for the students to explore these thought
provoking topics- for without this, the subject would not be flourishing
as it is.

At 13.30 - in front of a panel of distinguished judges - including The
Mayor and Mayoress of Sutton, Chief Inspector Thomas Craik of
the Metropolitan Police, Gillian Smith (Campaign Director of Step
Up and Serve) and our very own Mr Cole and Mr Cady, four groups
of students delivered excellent presentations explaining what their
cause was about and why it is such a worthy charity to give the
money to. They were then all grilled with a selection of questions
from the panel. Many of the groups had made their own videos
to be included in the presentation and there was a lot of audience
participation- all of which was done superbly. As the Facilitator from
First Give, Helen Keheller, led the judges away, there was an air of
nervous anticipation as to who would win the money!

THE WINNING
TEAM

Adam Mountain

Jaciron Kamalathasan

After some very kind words of praise from The Mayor of Sutton
and from Mr Cole, the runners up were announced. The charities
were PSDS (who work with families who have children with Down’s
Syndrome) who were supported by Karar Al-Atia, Kwajo OsafoMaafo, Krishaan Surendran, Priyan Radhakrishnan and The
Garwood Foundation (who provide services and support to adults
and children with a wide range of disabilities in the Croydon area)
who were supported by Utkarsh Sinha, Ray Wang, David Kuc,
Devanandh Murugesan, Thivyesh Baskaran. Both of these teams
won £250 for their charities.
The winning group (see picture below and right) was made up of
Adam Mountain, Jaciron Kamalathasan, Jamel Douglas, Sam Stuart
and Troy Azzopardi who were representing Bromley and Croydon’s
Women Aid. They won an amazing £1000 for this charity. The
judges all said that they were impressed with how they picked a very
worthy cause, from a local charity and that they made the time to visit
the charity to find out more abut what they did and how useful the
money would be. Great work boys!

Jamel Douglas

Sam Stuart

The judges were impressed with the quality of the presentations
delivered and the amount of work put in.
Well done to all of the boys involved in raising money for their worthy
causes.

Please do contact Mr Sturt (PSHE Coordinator- ads@wilsonsschool.
sutton.sch.uk) if you have any questions or suggestions about our
PSHE Programme at Wilson’s and please do speak with your sons
about what they have been studying. Their opinions on these topics
are always fascinating- and may surprise you!

Members of the winning team in action.

DEBATING NEWS
WILSON’S BIG DAY IN COURT

JUNIOR SOAPBOX

On 25 March, Wilson’s competed in the National Finals of the Bar
Mock Trial competition. This event was hosted by the Bar Council in
the truly imposing surroundings of the Royal Courts of Justice. In
this competition, students take the parts of advocates, defendants,
witnesses, clerks and ushers as they compete in real court rooms,
using cases drawn from real life: every case is presided over by a
real judge, and at the National Finals this included some very senior
figures in the judiciary.

Wilson’s debating juniors held their first “Soapbox” session this week.
Boys were invited to prepare a speech on a topic of their choice to
be delivered to an audience of their peers, fielding challenges and
enquiries as they went along. The chosen themes were mature
and impressive: Leo Kavanagh made a measured appeal for more
investment in nuclear energy; Syed Shah argued in favour of the UK
re-joining the EU; Divy Dayal spoke with originality on Esperanto,
the universal language; Keane Puvirajesinghe argued in favour
of mandatory voting in all elections; Raees Khan offered a timely
reminder on the true nature of Islam as a religion of peace and
brotherhood. Few schools could boast of Year 7 and 8 students who
could speak with such fluency and humour on topics of such gravity.

Getting this far was impressive: this being the first year any of the
boys had competed in this competition. Even more impressive was
their performance on the day: Wilson’s won all of their three cases,
including a stunningly successful prosecution against eventual
finalists, Kesteven and Grantham School (Margaret Thatcher’s
alma mater). However, a byzantine scoring system (comparable in
complexity to Jarndyce v. Jarndyce or the Home Office sentencing
guidelines) meant the school somehow didn’t progress to the
final – much to the bafflement of all involved. The Law moves in
mysterious ways. However, the event was a memorable experience
for all involved. The boys had the pleasure of rubbing shoulders with
luminaries such as Lord Leveson and the terpsichorean ex-barrister
Robert “Judge” Rinder, both of whom were presenting medals and
certificates. We may well see some Wilsonians carving out careers in
law with confidence following these exciting events. Moreover, most
of the team will be back for another tilt at the title next year! Watch
this space…

Familiarisation Tests
The PFA is running familiarisation tests
for two days only in order to provide
children (boys and girls in Year 5)
with the experience of sitting a formal
examination. Further details can be
found https://www.wilsonspfa.org/

Wilson’s Got Talent
Acts still needed. If you would like to
take part in this event please let Mrs Gill
know as soon as possible.
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Junior Soapboxers pictured above.

MIDDLE EAST EXPERT VISITS WILSON’S
DEBATING

The Wilson’s Bar Mock Team Outside the Royal Courts of
Justice

Wilson’s Senior Debating club entertained a distinguished guest in
the form of Noel Rands, Secretary of the British Egyptian Society.
This organisation fosters cultural relations and mutual understanding
between the two nations, and has recently invited Wilson’s to
participate in a debate on aspects of the Arab world to be hosted
at the Institute of Middle Eastern affairs later this year. Mr Rands, a
retired senior international banker with decades of experience across
the Middle East, regaled the assembled audience with tales of the
louche glamour of pre-revolutionary Iran and a memorable shaggydog story about the respective talents of belly-dancer, a famous
Lebanese singer and ex-Egyptian President Mubarak. He was then
the guest chair of a spirited and well informed debate about whether
western nations should sponsor democratic movements within
oppressive nations. Toye Oladinni and Anthony Piwowarski proved
victorious, offering judicious scepticism about liberal interventionism
following the horrors of Iraq and Libya. This event was evidence that
Wilson’s debating allows boys to not only develop their articulacy; it
also opens up global perspectives. The IME debate in the autumn
should be a truly notable event.

Old £5 Notes
Please note for any students who need
to take cash to the Finance Office,
Tuesday 25 April is the last day that they
can accept the old £5 notes.

1ST XI SURREY CUP FINAL VS. GLYN AT
CORINTHIAN CASUALS
Preparation began in earnest with training during the Easter
break and a match against Merstham FC U18’s on their first
team pitch to get used to playing under lights on a large pitch
in a stadium. The team met at 1:30pm for a prematch meal,
followed by a team meeting to give clarity to team structure,
identify individual jobs and the importance of collective
endeavour.
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The team had a good warm-up in readiness for the kick off.
Wilson’s started well and created the first chance of the game
which involved Jack Shelton and Michael Ojetunde driving
through from central midfield. Glyn turned up the heat to gain
territory and used set plays in our defensive third. This pressure lasted for 20 minutes, but resolute defending prevailed.
Wilson’s managed to work off the transitions and create numerous counter-attacks as Xavier Teague grew into the game,
becoming an integral part of our build up play. Calum Nuttal
and Callum Black in centre midfield maintained our protection
in the middle of the pack giving Wilson’s a base to continue the
attacks. Arkadiy Peremyslov cut inside to get a ball to Teague
whose shot deflected over the goalkeeper into the net - the
Wilson’s crowd went wild (unfortunately the ball had gone into
the side netting on blind side to the crowd - corner). It wasn’t
long before Teague broke the deadlock with a clever dispossession to calmly strike the ball past the Glyn goalkeeper, 1-0.
Half-time.
The second half was similar, with both teams gaining attacks.
Wilson’s were in control of the game. The second goal came
from a fast counter-attack involving captain Josh Norman,
Shelton then Peremyslov crossing to Ojetunde to fire home,
bottom corner. Wilson’s continued to break down the Glyn
defence creating more chances to make it 3, 4-0 but didn’t find
the back of the onion net!

Glyn changed their shape and the game became a stalemate
which was good news for Wilson’s as the clock ticked away
(slowly!!). 90 minutes passed and Wilson’s were 2-0 to the
good. Emmanuel Ammisah-Eshun and Norman were immense
in their centre back roles, 95 minutes and still 2-0. 7 minutes
remained! The Wilson’s players were now struggling with
cramp as they had put so much into the 95 minutes. After 96
minutes Glyn scored after poor marking on a throw in - 2-1.
101 minutes now gone and Glyn scored again 2-2. Full-time. A
difficult team-talk followed to raise the spirits.
Wilson’s came out strong and created the best chance of the
extra-time, with Shelton heading agonisingly wide of the target
from Tobi Ademiju’s excellent run and cross.
The referee signalled 1 minute remained as Wilson’s made
their last set of subs to ensure the five penalty takers were on
the pitch and felt confident, after practising weekly in preparation for this. Glyn booted a high ball which caused confusion
in the Wilson’s defence, as the Glyn no.10 poked the ball high
over Godwin and their No.11 tapped it into an empty net. The
Wilson’s players, staff and supporters were left disappointed
as, for the second time, the game had been within reach, yet
taken away at the last moment.
Dignity followed. The final whistle blew and Glyn supporters
entered the pitch to celebrate, yet Wilson’s conducted themselves with true Wilson’s and Corinthian spirit which was
noticed by every neutral supporter at the fixture.
We are very proud of this team for reaching the final, playing
as they did, but even more so, for their reaction in the face of
adversity. Well done to them all.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Fixtures
Saturday 22 April
Wilson’s vs City of London Freemen’s
School
1st XI 			
Away
2nd XI			Home
U15A			Away
U14A			Home
U13A			Away
Monday 24 April
Wilson’s vs. Wallington County
U15A 			Home
U15B			Away
Tuesday 25 April
Wilson’s vs. Royal Russell
U14A			Away
U13A 			Away
U13B			Away
U13C			Away
Wednesday 26 April
Wilson’s vs Wallington County
1st XI			Away
2nd XI			Away
Wilson’s vs. Coombe Boys’ School
U15A 			Neutral

Rugby Fixtures
Tuesday 25 April
Wilson’s vs Thomas Grant
U14A			Neutral		
Wilson’s vs. Ernest Bevin
U14A			Neutral
Wilson’s vs Woodcote High
U14A			Neutral

Wilson’s Cup Final team

THANK YOU PREFECTS
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Links
The day to day running of the school
would not be possible without the hard
work and commitment of many, many
people, and not least a number of our
Senior Prefects. Our prefect body of
20 Senior and 45 Duty Prefects display
their worth on a daily basis.
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It is no exaggeration to say that the
school simply could not function as it
does without them. They undertake
significant numbers of duties before
school, at break and lunch and the
Senior Prefects have many additional
responsibilities besides. All of this
they manage with good cheer and
dedication, showing they understand
that true leadership is about service.
On Friday 21 April, the Sixth Form
Prefects were thanked for their
extraordinary service to the school
during their term of office. At a dinner
hosted at The Travellers Club by Vice
chair of Governors, John Nicholson,
they were thanked for their service in
the spirit of the school’s motto, NON
SIBI SED OMNIBUS.
Finally, the Head would like to pay
tribute to the outstanding leadership of
outgoing School Captain Chris Gotts.
He is kind, generous spirited and
an exceptional leader. The Head is
tremendously grateful for his service to
the school.

Pictured left: Prefects at The Travellers Club
during their dinner.

Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

4 May - Wilson’s Got Talent

•

5 May - Y8 PFA Cake Sale

•

8 May - Prayer Group Meeting (8.00 pm)

•

9 May - Y8 Music Option Concert
(7.00 pm)

•

10 May - Y7 Parents’ Eve. (4.00 pm)

•

11 May - Vocal Recital Evening
(7.00 pm)

•

11 May - Y11 Physics GCSE Exam

•

12 May - Y11 & Y12 Study Leave begins

•

16 May - Unique Timetable

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Fire Safety in Sutton
To promote home fire safety, Sutton
Council is working with Sutton Housing
Partnership and the London Fire Brigade
to offer up to two free smoke alarms to
residents of Sutton. Further information
about how to claim your smoke alarms
can be found at www.sutton.gov.uk.

HOUSE MUSIC GRAND FINALE
Last week, twenty of the school’s best musicians took part in this
year’s House Music Grand Finale.
The standard was truly impressive. Each student had already been
selected as the best in their class from the initial rounds that took
place before the Easter break. This is impressive in itself considering
that over 200 boys took part in those initial stages!
We were very pleased to welcome our guest adjudicator this year:
Mr Robert Rice who teaches singing regularly in Cambridge, Oxford,
Lincoln, and London at undergraduate level and above. He has also
given workshops and masterclasses for the Eton Choral Courses, The
Sixteen and the National Youth Choir of Great Britain. In addition,
Wilson’s boys were interested to hear that our very own Mr Hann was
once one of his pupils!

Woodcote Green
Vouchers
We are again
collecting vouchers
from Woodcote
Green Garden
Centre for the
School. A 25p
voucher is issued
for every £10 spent,
so please do ask
for these at the
checkout This will enable us to get free
plants and equipment for the School. The
collecting box is on the reception desk.
Vouchers will be issued on all purchases
until 31 July.

When making the final judgements, Mr Rice said that he had found
the decision very difficult on account of the high calibre of the
performances and that overall he was extremely impressed by the
quality of what he heard. Below is a list of those boys who took
part as well as the winners overall. I hope you will join the music
department in congratulating them on their impressive achievements.
Wilson’s Young Musician of the Year:
Shavindra Jayasekera, 12B
2nd Place – Will Gardner, 12C
3rd Place – Liam Grant, 13C
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Wilson’s Junior Young Musician of
the Year: Ray Li, 8G
2nd Place – Rami Sati, 7D
3rd Place – Thomas Davidson, 9G

List of Competitors
		
Voice		
		

Senior (Years 10-13)
Lukas Alemu (13S)
Max Robbins (11S)

Junior (Year 7-9)
Thomas Davidson (9G)

Woodwind
		
		

Oliver Cavadino (10C) Luca Morelli (9B)
Will Gardner (12C)
Raymond Li (8G)
Owen Child (12S)

Piano		
		

Shavindra Jayasekera (12B)
Jake Eaw (11B)		
Rami Sati (7D)

Brass		

Tom Thornton (12H)

Max Locke (9B)

Guitar		

James Craik (10H)

Ivon Kandiah (9C)

Strings		
		

Jonathan Coombe (11H)
Sajurran Raguseelan (12C) Thomas Davidson (9G)

Percussion
		

Liam Grant (13C)
Gabriel Lumsden (11C)

Familiarisation Tests
The PFA is running familiarisation tests
for two days only in order to provide
children (boys and girls in Year 5)
with the experience of sitting a formal
examination. Further details can be
found https://www.wilsonspfa.org/

ANOTHER OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE FROM THE
CCF
The Cambrian Patrol team, consisting of RSM Macaulay, CSM
Coates, CSM Nawaz, CSgt El Bakkouri, Sgt Hopson, Cpl Kong, LCpl
Hicks and LCpl St Clair-Gray, travelled to Sennybridge Training Area
in the Brecon Beacons. On arrival they were immediately put to work.
The team commander, RSM Macaulay, went to receive orders for the
following day, while the rest of the team had a kit inspection.
With little sleep and an early start the next day, the team travelled
to their start location. 0630hrs they began their patrol in full fighting
order, while being closely watched by HQ using a tracker. They had
12 hours to reach 7 check points and complete 4 stands (Stalk, Pairs
Fire and Manoeuvre, First Aid, Observation.) By the end of the day,
they had crossed 30km of arduous terrain. 1930hrs they moved into
the forest to rest for the night. Before they could sleep the IC, RSM
Macaulay and 2IC, CSM Coates, received further orders for the
following day. Meanwhile, the team were given a written test which
challenged their knowledge of the cadet syllabus. The final task for
the day was for the 2IC to make a model for the orders that the ICs
would be assessed on the next day.

0630hrs, the team was awake and starting their morning routine.
They needed to be ready to receive their orders and move out by
0800hrs. Once briefed, they set off by minibus to their drop-off point.
From there they moved to a forming up point where they waited
for their advance to contact and section attack to begin. Having
destroyed the enemy positions they patrolled off to their FRV, met the
minibus and returned back to HQ. The teams were given little time to
clean up before they were formed up for the final parade. The team
returned home having obtained a silver medal.

Congratulations
to two former
Cadets

It was a brilliant outcome for their hard work. We’re sure they would
all agree the competition was challenging but fun. Thanks go to Cpt
Grant for travelling with the cadets and to Col Loftus who put a lot
of effort into training the team. The Contingent Commander, Major
Burton, expressed his pride in the team on their return. Given that
this was a new event for the unit, he was particularly impressed that
only two ACF units had outperformed the newcomers.
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Congratulations to 2Lt Edward Hicks
OW, a former cadet Colour Sergeant,
who commissioned into the Royal
Ghurkha Rifles at the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst last week.

AIR EXPERIENCE FLIGHT
by Harry Bowman

On Friday 7 April, 12 cadets travelled to RAF Benson with Plt Off
Luck and Miss González to go flying. For most of us it would be our
first experience and we arrived excited and raring to go.
Once we’d been kitted out and gone through the briefings (including
how to bail out), we sat patiently, helmets and aviator sunglasses
on, eagerly awaiting our turn to get airborne. When my name was
called, I clambered into the cockpit and, after the controls had been
explained and final checks done, we taxied to the runway and took
off.
Once in the air, the pilot let me fly the aircraft myself - what I’d been
waiting for and an incredible experience. Sadly, it eventually had to
end and the pilot took over again to take us down and land.
Back on the ground, I joined in with the others talking about their
flights and I can say without a doubt that we all massively enjoyed the
experience and would go again without a second thought.

Also to Captain Seb Joyce RA, OW,
a former Sergeant in the Corps who
competed in and competed the gruelling Marathon des Sable, a seven
day foot race in the Moroccan Sahara Desert last week. An incredible
achievement.

SIXTH FORM PHYSICS TRIP TO CERN, GENEVA

Students of the Week

by Ramon Nartallo-Kaluarachichi.
We were ready to depart to Geneva, Switzerland to visit one of the
most famous monuments to science and technology in the world CERN and the LHC. A short flight later, we touched down in beautiful
Switzerland and took the train to Geneva. So mesmerized were the
staff and students by Switzerland’s beauty, that we missed the station
and had to catch another train. Finally in Geneva, we were shocked
by the beauty of the lake (and the price of the McDonalds). After exploring the city, we headed to a Neapolitan kitchen for an Italian (not
Swiss!) dinner.
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The next day, we caught the tram to CERN (a terminus so we
couldn’t miss it!). When we entered the exhibit, we were teleported to
the beginning of time, moments after the Big Bang. All that thinking
made us truly famished so we took a well needed lunch in the CERN
canteen. A hub of activity and chatter, the CERN canteen was a mecca for scientists and an inspiring example of people from all countries, fields and walks of life brought together by the pursuit of knowledge. It was here, in the canteen, that I bumped into a personal hero
of mine, Fields’ Medalist and mathematical genius, Cedric Villani.
Nervous, but by no means about to give up this opportunity, I introduced myself as a fan and as a student. This was not strictly true, but
it sounded far more professional than ‘tourist’. This is just an example
of the calibre of scientists working at CERN. After lunch, we had a
brief, but interesting, lesson on particle physics and then, we split into
groups to see some of the smaller particle accelerators. When we
saw the large iron squares surrounded by powerful magnets, it was
hard to imagine a single proton or antiproton whizzing around inside,
but thankfully, there were a few knowledgeable scientists guiding us
around to explain the science behind these machines. After this we
visited the CERN computing servers - whilst this may seem mundane, it was anything but! It was here that we saw the first server

used by Tim Berners Lee when he invented the internet and we were
astonished by the sheer scale of the computing floor. Another presentation explained the need for this computing power - to take billions
of snapshots of the particle collisions. CERN has produced 1% of all
human data ever recorded in only 20 years?
We returned to Geneva inspired and ready to join the legions of
scientists, engineers and technicians working at CERN and be part
of the history they were making there. For dinner it was a traditional
Swiss fondue. I was expecting cheese, so you can imagine my surprise when we were served a plate of raw meat. When the waitress
brought out the vats of boiling oil I understood the situation - I was
expected to cook it myself. After losing a few ‘practice pieces’ to the
pan, we were happily enjoying this Swiss custom. But what topped
the restaurant for me was the music - for it was at this traditional
Swiss restaurant that we heard one of the most multi-talented musicians I have ever come across. While his friend played the accordion,
he serenaded us with all manner of instruments; from spoons, a bowl,
to my personal favourite - a saw (played with a violin bow, of course).
By the time we arrived at the United Nations building the next day, we
were already acquainted with the depth and colour of Swiss culture,
but the UN building was something else entirely. Filled with beautiful artifacts donated by countries all over the world, it was truly a
monument to the culture of the world we live in. We even saw great
halls were Angelina Jolie had spoken just weeks before or where the
Syrian peace talks were taking place. Most marvelous of all was the
ceiling by Miguel Barcelo in the Human Rights Council Chamber
This concluded our visit, so inspired and with a new passion for science and Swiss food, we returned to Wilson’s on Wednesday - hoping one day to make our marks on science.

In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.
Rehan Qureshi, 7C
For showing a huge improvement in his
participation in school life and attitude to
learning last half-term.

Ryan Edmonds, 8S
For showing a huge improvement in his
participation in school life and attitude to
learning last half-term.

Intermediate Maths
Olympiad 2017
Having performed very well in the
Intermediate Mathematical Challenge,
eight Wilson’s students from years 9 to
11 went on to the IMOK Olympiad, and
gained impressive results.

BRITISH PHYSICS OLYMPIAD: THE WINNERS
Congratulations go to all of the sixth form physicists that entered the
2016/17 BPhO competition. Our students were up against thousands
of competitors from some of the best schools in the country. The
success of these students stands as testament to the talents and
abilities possessed by all of the boys at Wilson’s School

Particular congratulations go to the following medal winners:
SILVER
Gabriel Cairns
BRONZE I
Oscar Watts; Dylan Perera; Tom Lowe; Ramon Nartallo-Kaluarachchi
BRONZE II
Daniel Apio; Kevin Gu; Parth Gundi; Michael Renouf; Abiram
Piragatheeswaran; Shavindra Jayasekera

In particular, Rubaiyat Khondaker (10G)
with 60/60 in the Hamilton Olympiad
was top scorer in the country. He is the
second Wilson’s pupil to achieve such a
perfect score.
Six other Wilson’s pupils gained Merits
for their performance in the Olympiad,
many being just one good answer away
from a distinction.

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable

Player of the Week

There were some good early
performances as the season got under way. For the
U15s Callum Furmidge top
scored with 68 and Varun
Jain hit 40 not out. In their
first game for the school,
Udith Molanguri made 48 and
Agustya Iyer retired on 51 as
they put on a partnership of
100. Ibrahim Hossain then
bowled well to take 2 wickets
for 12 runs. For the 1st X1,
Pranav Madan (3 wickets)
Riley Jarrold
and George Kellingley (2)
bowled well in the City of
London Freeman’s game, before Jack Shelton (40 not out)
and Alex Lane (54 not out) batted superbly. The Player of the
Week however for his bowling of 2-11 v Lingfield, 2-8 v City of
London Freeman’s and for hitting a 6 in the last over in the win
against Lingfield is Riley Jarrold, who has previously won this
accolade. Congratulations to him.

Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Wednesday 19 April
Wilson’s vs Lingfield College
1st XI won by 3 wickets
113-7 vs. 111-5
Wilson’s vs John Fisher
2nd XI lost by 4 wickets
133-6 vs. 132-6
Friday 21 April

Pictured: Augustya Iyer who scored 50 in his first game for the
school last Friday.

Team of the Week

Saturday 22 April

Both U12 teams got off to winning starts which was great to
see. The U14s and 2nd X1 had pleasing victories, but for 2
wins in 2 games, both against independent schools, the 1st X1
are the season’s first Team of the Week. The victory against
City of London Freeman’s was “one of the best all round team
performances” Mr Parkinson can remember.
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Wilson’s vs. Wallington County
U12A won by 68 runs
165-3 vs. 97-5 		
U12B won by 9 wickets
69-1 vs. 67-5

Wilson’s vs. City of London
Freeman’s School
U13A lost by 54 runs
122 all out vs. 68 all out
U14A won by 9 wickets			
62-1 VS. 61
U15A lost by 10 runs
142-1 vs. 132-1
2nd XI won by 6 runs
119 all out vs. 113-8
1st XI won by 8 wickets
148-2 vs. 145-6 		

Pictured: The U12 team before their first ever game for the
school last Friday.

ST. GEORGE’S DAY PARADE AT THE
CENOTAPH
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

9 May - Y8 GCSE Music Option Concert
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(7.00 pm)

Thirty three cadets and five officers proudly made their way to the “Clive Steps” in Westminster in
order to muster and parade with other London cadets for the St George’s Day parade. The RAF
cadets formed up with their colleagues from the ATC, and the Army Section formed their own platoon
marching alongside NW Sector ACF.
The first phase was a march out onto Whitehall and to the Cenotaph around which the parade
formed up. This was followed by a service of remembrance which began as Big Ben struck 11:00
a.m.
The service was followed by a march past which passed Downing Street and then returned to the
Cenotaph where the salute was taken by Commandant NW Sector ACF. The parade concluded with
an informal inspection in King Charles Street.
This was a great experience and an amazing opportunity for Wilson’s CCF to parade along one of
the most famous streets in the world and to pay their respects at such an iconic monument.
As ever the cadets from both schools (Wilson’s and Wallington High School for Girls) and both
services represented the CCF immaculately not only at Wilson’s but across the London region, and
they can be proud of their commitment, drill and turnout.

•

10 May - Y7 Parents’ Eve. (4.00 pm)

•

11 May - Vocal Recital Evening (7.00
pm)

•

11 May - Y11 Physics GCSE Exam

•

12 May - Y11 & Y12 Study Leave begins

•

16 May - Unique Timetable

•

17 May - Early finish for students (1.05
pm)

•

24 May - Summer Concert (7.00 pm)

•

26 May - Y13 Study Leave begins

•

29 May - 2 June

HALF-TERM

Deputy Head’s
Notice
Breck Foundation
Pupils in Year 8 have now learned about
the tragic story of Breck Bednar following
a visit by the Breck Foundation, who
work to raise awareness of playing safe
whilst using the internet. Breck (from
Caterham) was groomed via the internet
and murdered by someone he met
online three years ago.

CCF NEWS

In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Wilson’s School CCF hosts The Deputy Lord
Lieutenant and Colonel Cadets
On Tuesday 25 April the CCF hosted a visit for a number of guests.
The Contingent was inspected by the Deputy Lord Lieutenant for
Sutton, Maj Goodwin and Col Dennison, Col Cadets, London District,
who were joined by the Heads of Wilson’s and Wallington High
School for Girls, Mr Cole and Mr Booth. Col Dennison presented
a number of trophies won by the unit during the year including
runners up awards in the LONDIST CADSAM , The Guthrie Cup,
The Elworthy Trophy and the National Air Squad Trophy. He also
announced the promotions of a number of cadets including Dan
Moore to Cadet Warrant Officer and he presented Cdt CSM Sajawall
Nawaz with his Army Scholars Badge.

Akshaiyram
Reguram, 7D

The Deputy Lord Lieutenant then awarded a Deputy Lord
Lieutenant’s Certificate to Cdt RSM Matt Macaulay for his contribution
to the CCF.
The inspection party was then invited to review a range of training,
which included a convoluted command task that demonstrated the
cadets’ abilities in weapon handling.
Maj Goodwin later contacted the Contingent Commander to say “It
was a great pleasure to inspect the front rank of the parade, all of
whom gave some very good answers to a variety of questions.
I was also delighted to present the DL Certificate to your Cadet RSM.
I enjoyed watching the different training tasks afterwards and thank
you also for inviting me to the brief reception.”
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At the same time we were pleased to see the return to his old school
of Captain Rob Smith 2PWRR and his collegue Capt. Toby Wilson,
the respective OC’s of Recce and Mortar Platoon. They were very
well received by the senior cadets to whom they presented about
their roles in the regiment.

Students of the Week

Pictured: The Deputy Lord Lieutenant, Major Goodwin presents
Matt Macaulay with his certificate.

Guard of Honour at Victoria Cross winner’s
Memorial Service
A ceremony was held on 29 April 2017 to commemorate the
centenary of the action that led to the award of the Victoria Cross to
2nd Lieutenant Pollard VC. At the ceremony in Wallington Library
Gardens a memorial stone to Alfred Pollard was unveiled by the
Mayor of Sutton, Cllr Richard Clifton. 2nd Lieut. Pollard was born and
raised in Wallington, and members of his family were in attendance.
Wilson’s were honoured to provide the guard of honour, parading with
15 cadets representing Wilson’s and Wallington High School for Girls  
and both services.

Arnav
Patnaik, 7H
Akshaiyram and Arnav for representing
Wilson’s in the Y7 Spelling Bee Regional
Finals.

George
Walsh, 8H
For being a supportive and caring
member of his form who always looks to
help other people.

Pictured: The Deputy Lord Lieutenant, Major Goodwin during
the inspection.

Pictured: The memorial stone laid in memory of 2nd Lieut.
Pollard.

U6 COMMENDATIONS
Last term, the Sixth Form Team asked Heads of Department to
nominate students in the Upper Sixth for commendations in their
subjects. The academic standards at Wilson’s are incredibly high,
but when seeking nominations, we asked Heads of Department to
especially consider those students who have really turned around
their A Level studies for the better, as well as those who regularly go
above and beyond the expectations in terms of diligence.
The Sixth Form Team is delighted to announce the following names
of students who have received a commendation for their studies:
Subject Nominations		
Biology			
Nathan Borg		
Chemistry		
Neeraj Pankhania/Armand Khushul
Classics		
James MacDonell		
Economics		
Liam Grant/Reiss Senior
English			
Xavier Leonard		
French			
Vishal Shah		
Geography		
Labeeb Ahmad		
Government and Politics Julian Ford		
History			
Matthew Stott		
Maths			
Liam Grant/Thomas Highwood/Matthew Stott
Philosophy		
Eamonn McKeon 		
Physics			
Thomas Highwood		
Product Design		
Joel Broad		
Spanish		
Robert Lander		
Sports			
Josh Norman		
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These students are role models in their work ethic, and diligence; well
done to them all!

COLFE’S INVITATIONAL
DEBATING
Wilson’s Double Finalists: Colfe’s Invitational Debating
The Bank Holiday weekend saw four Wilson’s teams in action
at the Colfe’s Invitational Debating Competition – an event that
saw teams from throughout the South East gathering for a day of intellectual
cut-and-thrust. Debates included motions on chemical weapons, our
responsibility to refugees, schools’ role in challenging fake news and dubious
viewpoints and the merits of a universal language.
In an unprecedentedly impressive performance, all the Wilson’s teams
finished in the top six places in the competition, with two pairs progressing to
the last four. It was perhaps unsurprising to see Matthew Kayanja and
Ahmed Imam progress so far into the competition; they have been on top
form throughout the 2016-2017 season. More remarkable was the
appearance of competitive debating debutants Deepesh Patel and Alex Dang
in the final stages; their achievement is all the more remarkable given this
extremely promising new pair has only participated in a handful of lunchtime
debates. It is testament to the quality of the weekly impromptu Senior
Debating Club discussions in Room 19 that they are obviously great
preparation for competitions!
Moreover, Yash Raju (Year 12) did an excellent job in mentoring Finley
Pointing (Year 9) in his competitive debut, as this “odd couple” fell just short
of another final place; Anthony Piwowarski and Toye Oladinni started a little
slowly, but were on superb form by the end of the competition and, with more
consistent judging, would have also appeared in the competition’s set-piece
final. The final was an intriguing motion that recommended young people
should avoid falling in love until the age of 25; both Wilson’s teams spoke
against such an unromantic motion; unfortunately, Coloma Convent School
eventually took the very top spot. However, there is no doubt that the
successful blooding of new talent means that Wilson’s Debating is going from
strength to strength.

STOPWATCH
THEATRE
PERFORMANCE
FROM THE DANIEL
SPARGO MABBS
FOUNDATION
Article by Arya Shah, 9C1
On Wednesday 29 March Year 9 watched an
eye-opening presentation and workshop by
StopWatch Theatre about drugs and their
detrimental effects.
StopWatch performed a play about Daniel
Spargo-Mabbs, a loving boy who tragically
died after overdosing on ecstasy, titled ‘I love
you mum I promise I won’t die’. This play truly
depicted Daniel as the boy he was and not
just an unfortunate victim of drugs: his friendly and hardworking personality was what he
should have been known for. I personally believed the play and workshop, which included
role play situations to do with accepting drugs
and information about drugs, shed light on
the realistic situations drugs can affect us in
and dispelled any stereotypes we had taken
to be true. I also found the supply and usage
of drugs so commonplace in Britain to be
astonishing. It was an informative, touching
play that reached out to us about drugs and
their harrowing, all too real, effects.

Familiarisation Tests
The PFA is running familiarisation tests for
two days only in order to provide children
(boys and girls in Year 5) with the experience
of sitting a formal examination. Further details
can be found at https://www.wilsonspfa.org/

Pictured above: Some of the U6 students who received
commendations.

Pictured above: Matthew Kayanja during the debate.

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Player of the Week

The second week of the season
saw more players finding form.
In the U12s Agustya Iyer was
again in the runs with 45 whilst
Arnav Patnaik scored his first
50 for the school. For the U13s
Mustafa Khan took 3 wickets for
4 runs against KCS. The U14s
saw Finlay Michael hit 68 whilst
Narayan Rao made 72 not out
and 51 retired whilst in the bowling. Daniel Read and Rohan
Renganathan had 4 wickets each
v Royal Russell but Arya Shah
went one better taking 5-11 in
Pranav Madan
the John Fisher match. In that
game, Charlie Tierney took 3 stumpings. For the U15s Rehan
Gamage had splendid figures of 5 wickets for 4 runs against
Wallington whilst Marcus Brown snared 4 wickets in the John
Fisher game. In the 1st X1 Riley Jarrold continued his good
bowling form and in the batting Alex Lane 49 not out and Callum Furmidge 56 not out saw the team to victory in the Wallington match. The player of the week though for his bowling in 1st
X1 cricket and runs in his own U14 team (90 not out and 49) is
Pranav Madan.
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Team of the Week

The 1st X1 had two good wins in their Sutton League encounters whilst the 2nd X1 picked up a narrow 2 run win v Wallington. The U15s had 2 comprehensive 10 wicket victories. The
U14s collected 3 victories in the space of 5 days including a
Surrey Cup 1st round win against Royal Russell and the U13s
had a pleasing success against KCS Wimbledon. The Team of
the Week though is the promising U12s who played very well
to beat KCS Wimbledon by 55 runs then followed that up the
following day with a dominant 159 run win in the Sutton League
fixture at John Fisher.

MATCH REPORT
by Arnav Patnaik, 7H
Wilson’s Under 12A team played John Fisher school on 29
April. This was their first league game so they wanted a good
start to the season! Arnav Patnaik opened with Agustya Iyer,
who had made a fifty in their first friendly match. They got off to
a good start with Agustya scoring 45 runs! Arnav managed to
get a 50, his first half century ever! Janam Shah, chipped in
with a well made 34! With the help of many other partnerships, the team made 194. When Wilson’s bowled, Ibrahim and
Pradyumn opened. Aayush Patel bowled well, two overs, one
wicket and no runs! John Fisher scored 35-7, and Wilson’s
U12A team comprehensively won their first league match!

WILSON’S 1ST XV VS. OLD
WILSONIANS RUGBY
The 1st XV rugby team had
a disappointing season with
only one win on the scoreboard so in the last match
of the season they had a
chance to redeem themselves: the Old Wilsonian’s
match. The home side was
supplemented with the additions of Adi Doshi, last year’s
captain, Funmi Oduniyi, Mr
Kimmins, Mr Dicker and Mr
Chappell. The striking difference between the two sides
was the significant size advantage the Old Wilsonians
had.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 24 April
Wilson’s vs Wallington County
U15A won by 10 wickets
U15B lost by 3 wickets
Tuesday 25 April
Wilson’s vs. KCS Wimbledon
U13A won by 7 wickets
U13B lost by 17 runs
U13C lost by 54 runs

The match commenced with
a strong kick from Elliot Roberts. The 1st XV were aggressive
in their chase and this remained the case for the entire match.
With incredible running lines from Jonathan Oh and Soham
Sarkar the home side started to make a dent in the opposing
side’s defence. Fluid movements and crisp passing from the
backs, with Roberts coordinating the operation, allowed slick
plays to be executed. This was done particularly well with the
beastly ability of Mr Kimmins. The home side proved a force
to be reckoned with in the line outs with a dangerous front pod
of Sarravanaa Suthakaran, Matt Macaulay and Soham Sarkar.
The scoreboard was certainly closer than last year with the 1st
XV winning 33 – 31.
This was the last match for the likes of 1st XV Captain Matt
Macaulay, Jonathan Oh, Eamonn McKeon, Nisanth Mahalingam and Matthew Lachicoree. The team will be sorry to see
them go but are looking forward to the next season.
Pictured left: Arnav
Patnaik after retiring on
50 for the U12s against
John Fisher on
Saturday.

Wilson’s vs. Royal Russell (Surrey
Cup)
U14A won by 123 runs
Wednesday 26 April
Wilson’s vs. Wallington County
1st XI won by 8 wickets
2nd XI won by 2 runs
Thursday 27 April
Wilson’s vs. Wallington County
U14A won by 14 runs
U14B won by 60 runs
Friday 28 April
Wilson’s vs. KCS Wimbledon
U12A won by 55  runs
U12B lost by 12 runs
U12C lost by 5 wickets
U12D lost by 2 runs
1st XI lost by 7 wickets (National T20)
Saturday 29 April
Wilson’s vs. John Fisher
1st XI won by 7 wickets
U15A won by 10 wickets
U14A won by 157 runs
U12A won by 159 runs

WILSON’S GOT TALENT?
by Oliver Wales, Charity Representative
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Looking Ahead
•

16 May - Unique Timetable

•

17 May - Early finish for students (1.05  
pm)

•

24 May - Summer Concert (7.00 pm)

•

26 May - Y13 Study Leave begins

•

29 May - 2 June

•

5 June - School closed to Students

HALF-TERM
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(except those sitting public exams)
•

16 June - Art GCSE & GCE Exhibition

•

21 June - Early finish for students (1.05
pm)

•

21 June - Y11 Book Return

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Last week, the John Jenkins Hall was again packed in
anticipation of the annual Wilson’s Got Talent competition. The
judging panel saw the return of funny Mr Carew-Robinson,
along with the fresh new faces of Mr Kimmins and Miss Horton.

While the judges collated their opinions, Mr Ormonde
entertained the crowds with fantastic guitar skills, and a
surprise act led by Miss Banner further inflated Mr Burton’s
ego!

The show got off to a rousing start with Mr Sturt introducing Mr
Lawson and members of his form with ‘Pocket Calculators’.
The acts included the return of Taai, this time with Sarravana,
to sing Ed Sheeran’s ‘Shape of You’, and Andy Deng elegantly
gliding around the stage with his violin and skateboard to show
that men can in fact multitask!

To a knee slapping drum roll, the prefect band was declared
champion. They were directed by School Captain Chris Gotts,
who Mr Carew-Robinson described as “like gold plated copper,
an excellent conductor!” Second place was awarded to Yassin
Douiri for his enthusiastic audience participation, and Andy
Deng came third with his impressive coordination.

This year saw keen musical participation from year 8, while
year 12 opted for the more street medium of rapping from
Yassin Douiri, and the Toye and Adam duo. 11S gave a
warming tribute to Mr Burton, before the final act, the prefect
band, which Miss Horton described as “some talent, at last”.

After cramming the hall like sardines in a tin, over £360 was
raised to support the Charlie Waller Memorial Trust, to increase
the awareness of depression in young people. Many thanks
to Mrs Gill for organising the event, the judges, the stage and
lighting crew and the prefects who helped to make this such as
success.

Oyster Cards
Local bus drivers are telling us that
too many of the boys aren’t using their
Oyster cards (citing excuses such as lost,
forgotten, ripped, broken, etc.). The bus
drivers get into trouble if their passengers
don’t have validated cards, and this is not
fair on them.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.
Andrei
Chernolesskiy, 7D
For showing huge amounts of resilience
and fortitude whilst having a broken leg.

Joel
Palmer, 8H
Joel is the first person in the year this
term to have shown Mr Sturt his six, hard
won Praise Points. Well done!
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WILSON’S

SUMMER CONCERT
7PM WEDNESDAY 24TH MAY

MC ALISTER SUITE
REFRESHMENTS WILL
BE PROVIDED BY THE PFA
Adults £5, Students £3
BOOK YOUR TICKETS ON PARENTPAY NOW

CLASSICS EASTER TRIP

LOWER SIXTH
COMMENDATIONS

by Ellis Nash, 10C

During the Easter holiday, students in Years 8-12 had the opportunity
to go to Rome and Naples for a week with the school.
After an early (3:00am) start and long hours of travelling, we finally
reached the hotel. After about a 2 minute rest, we dived straight into
Rome with the Spanish Steps (which have nothing to do with Spain)
and the Ara Pacis (an altar dedicated to peace to honour a 3 year
campaign killing in Gaul). After our long day of travel and history
came a long night, with the Roma VS Empoli match, ending in a 2-0
victory for Rome.
With a night of well-earned rest, the next (slightly rainy) morning
was spent at historical trader town Ostia Antica with an absolutely
unforgettable song from Mr Lawson, followed by the famous
Colosseum. A sunnier Monday brought with it the gladiator school; a
morning spent being trained in how to whack each other with sticks
and look good while doing it, with the rest of the day devoted to the
Roman forum and Palatine Hill, home of the emperors.
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On Tuesday we said goodbye to Rome, and after travelling for the
whole day, with a brief stop at the tranquil mountain monastery
Monte Casino, we arrived on the coast of Naples for a reasonably
successful but amazingly delicious pizza making evening.
Wednesday was spent delving into the submerged holiday town of
Baiae (the Roman equivalent of Las Vegas) in a glass bottomed
boat, and looking at the remains of the town of Herculaneum and the
moving human remains there. The following morning was the hottest
yet, and we looked around Oplontis, a villa and holiday home for the
2nd wife of Emperor Nero, the centre of all of her scandalous parties.
The remainder of the day was devoted to exploring the remains of
Pompeii, which was destroyed in the infamous Vesuvius eruption,
where we delved into everything from its ancient graffiti to the secret
cults of the city. Our final day was spent firstly at Pausilypon, which
can be described simply as a tunnel and a villa, and then began the
long, arduous trip to the airport, followed by the flight home. The trip
was a lot of fun and everyone really enjoyed it. I’m looking forward
to the Classics trip next year to Greece.

Ahead of their AS study leave, starting today, The Sixth Form Team
recently invited Heads of Department to nominate Lower Sixth
students to receive Sixth Form Commendations in their subject.
The criteria for these commendations boil down to excellence in
effort. Who has demonstrated true commitment to their studies?
Who has responded particularly positively to feedback and shown
determination in their desire to succeed? Who has consistently
worked well independently and thoughtfully structured their revision
to maximise its impact?
Commendations have been awarded to the following students who
are role models to others for their work ethic and we want to formally
acknowledge and celebrate their grit, resilience and commitment.
Subject		

Commendation

Art		
Biology		
Chemistry
DT		
Economics
English		
French		
Geography
German
History 		
IT		
Maths		
Music		
Philosophy
Physics		
Politics		
Spanish

Vasily Berdnikov
Sajed Mangoo and Daniel Sharpe
Arka Saha and Hussain Atcha
Achal Srivastav
Dylan Perera and Ahmed Imam
Jin Mac
Michael Banh
Bilal Alim
Sam Moody
Sam Moody
Oliver Wales
Hussain Atcha, Luke Patel and Anthony Piwowarski
Shavindra Jayasekera
Agithan Thuraisingham
Ramón Nartallo
Tej Pereira
Tommy MacGillivray

PFA NEWS
The PFA are delighted to announce that with
the help of students and parents alike, the six
Year 8 cake sales that have taken place this
year have raised £858.01.  
Thank you to all those involved and well done
to Y8 with a special mention to 8C who raised
a fantastic £169.06.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8G - £107.37
8H - £145.40
8S - £125.52
8B - £167.00
8C - £169.06 - Highest!
8D - £143.66
---------------------Total: £858.01

PFA 100 CLUB
MARCH AND
APRIL DRAWS
The winners of the March and April 100 club
draws are as follows:
March
1st
C Foulkes
£37.50
2nd
J Yang
£22.50
3rd
L MacGillivray £15.00
April
1st
2nd
3rd

Pictured: Wilson’s students during their trip.

Pictured: Some of those commended above.

D Williams
M Balsekar
L Pang

£37.50
£22.50
£15.00

The committee have a lot of fun raising
money for the school and if you would like
to join them they would be glad to welcome
you. Please contact Mrs Guha by email at:
wilsonspfa@gmail.com.

DEBATING RESULTS

iGRACIAS!

Tennis Results
U14s Surrey League

Jack Petchey Speak Out Challenge – Borough Final
May 3 saw students from across the Borough take part in the final
of the Jack Petchey Speak Out Challenge. Having made it through
school-based heats involving over 3,000 Year 10 students, these
last sixteen students represented the very best young orators Sutton
has to offer. Wilson’s were asked to provide two speakers for the
final – Karthik Kumaresan and Callum Hockley. Speaking without
notes in front of a packed auditorium of one’s peers is some people’s
definition of purgatory: however, both Wilsonians rose to the occasion
with real aplomb. Karthik spoke with wry self-deprecation about his
inability to cope with the minor decisions in life – never mind the
major ones governing careers and futures! Callum offered a notably
well-structured address on the “Two Wolves’” of self-doubt and
confidence that afflict us all. Unfortunately, neither student gained a
place in the top three. However, all of the boys of Year 10 have learnt
invaluable lessons about how to present and engage an audience,
big or small, through the art of public speaking.

With the Lower Sixth heading off on Study Leave today and the A
Level speaking exams having taken place this week, it was time to
say ‘gracias’ and ‘adios’ to our Spanish assistant Sergio who will be
heading back to Spain this summer. He has been a fantastic addition
to the department and both the students and Mrs O’Donnell have
been very grateful for his time and support. The MFL department
is lucky to work with a range of committed volunteer language
assistants who give up their time to support our Sixth Form linguists
on a 1:1 basis. Gracias, merci and danke to them all!

This year has seen a number of talented and articulate students take
up debating for the first time.  In order to celebrate and encourage
this new talent, Dr McClure organised a “novices-only” debate on
the controversial topic “This House would privatise the BBC” that
(almost) coincided with the 90th birthday of Sir Richard Attenborough.  
Finley Pointing (Year 9), Humphrey Keeper (Year 11), Will Gardner,
Deepesh Patel and Alex Dang (all Year 12) all participated with wit,
eloquence and energy. However, it was clear that the individual
winner was Rohit Prabhu who led the proposition side to a convincing
victory, with lucid arguments based upon a robust defence of free
market economics
Kavilaish Ravindran was pleased to be awarded a trophy in the
Federation of Saiva (Hindu) Temples UK Children’s Competition
2017. The Federation organized this competition for the 18th London
Saiva Conference. Most of the Tamil Hindu children across the UK
participated in this competition. They were divided into 6 groups
according to their age. Kavilaish Ravindran gave a speech on
‘Saivites and their beliefs’.

SAIVA CONFERENCE
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Tuesday 9 May
Wilson’s vs. Trinity
Wilson’s
won 8 - 1
Wilson’s team comprised:
David Middleton, Tom Malcolm, Alex
Ceban, Luke Griffiths, Thomas Hubner
and Jasper Heikikila
U14s Surrey Schools Double
Competition

Debating: Novice Debater of the Year

The competition was conducted in
three centres in London: the South
West of London, South East of London
and North London. There were two
rounds in the competition which took
place on consecutive Saturdays in
April.   To qualify for the final round
you had to be placed in the first three.
In the first round Kavilaish was placed
second and in the final round, third.
The awarding ceremony was held on
6 and 7 May at the 18th London Saiva
Conference.

Pictured above: Novices’ Debate

Thursday 4 May
Wilson’s vs. Reeds
Wilson’s
won 8 - 1

Pictured right: Kavilaish’s trophy

Friday 5 May
Wilson’s vs. Trinity		
wilson’s vs Claremont Fan
Wilson’s vs. St. Paul’s		
Wilson’s vs. St. George’s
Wilson’s vs. Hampton		
Wilson’s vs. Reeds		

6-1
6-1
6-1
6-3
6-2
6-4

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Player of the Week

There were some strong performances
again this week with a few players continuing their good form. For the U12As
Agustya Iyer kept up his run scoring
with 28 not out and 49, Eeshaan Iyer
bowled well to take 4 wickets for 3 runs
whilst in the 12Bs Hishaam Rao 36 no,
Harishwar Rajkumar 28 no and Neel
Patel 5-21 did well in their win. For the
12Cs Nikhil Patel and Ayush Agrawal
had a match winning 46 run partnership. In the U13 matches Ellis Jarrold
Alex Lane
hit 47 no and 34 while Adam Forshaw
had good figures of 3-15. In the U14s
Pranav Madan struck many boundaries in 88 no (also hit 31
no for the 1st X1) and Alec Hodgson hit a fine 86 no for the Bs.
For the U15s Rehan Gamage scored 62 in their loss to Whitgift. Dan Moore had a good all round game for the 1st X1 win
against Ewell with 4 wickets and 54 assisted by Faaris Chaudry’s 3 wickets. The Player of the Week goes to the “quiet man”
of the 1st X1 who has been very consistent with the bat so far
this season and guided the team to victory twice with 49 and
45 not out so congratulations go to Alex Lane.

SURREY SCHOOLS’
DOUBLES TENNIS
TOURNAMENT
On Friday 5 May my partner David Middleton and I took part in
the annual Surrey Schools’ doubles tournament at St George’s
College in which we were one of the only state schools taking
part. It was our third time at the event and after being knocked
out in the semis for the last two years, we were motivated to do
better this time round. In the morning we were separated into
groups of four with our group consisting of Trinity, Claremont
Fan and St Paul’s. We eased to 5-1 victories over each school
in some very windy conditions. Next up were the quarter finals.
Our opponents were the home team, St George’s, and on their
own courts and in tricky weather we managed to beat them 6-3
in our first testing match of the day, playing some excellent
tennis at times. Surprisingly, the semi-finals were relatively
straightforward as we cruised to a 6-2 victory over Hampton
and progressed to the final. Our opponents were Reed’s the
national champions and having been beaten by them the
previous year 6-1 we were not expecting too much. How wrong
we were. With some great serving from David and excellent net
play by both of us we forced Reed’s out of their comfort zone
with our well thought out game plan and fought to a 6-4 victory,
claiming this title for the first time in the school’s history.
Article by Tom Malcolm, 9H2
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Team of the Week

Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 1 May
Wilson’s vs MCC
1st XI lost by 81 runs
Tuesday 2 May
Wilson’s vs. Wallington County
U13A won by 28 runs
U13B won by 21 runs
Wednesday 3 May
Wilson’s vs. Ewell Castle
1st XI won by 8 wickets
Thursday 4 May
Wilson’s vs. Sevenoaks
U14A won by 9 wickets
U14B won by 74 runs
Wilson’s vs. John Fisher
U13A won by 8 wickets
Friday 5 May
Wilson’s vs. Feltonfleet (Surrey Cup)
U12A won by 8 wickets
Wilson’s vs. St. George’s
U12B won by 14 runs
U12C won by 5 wickets
U12D won by 7 wickets

There have been some excellent team results this past week
with good wins for the U14 A & B teams against Sevenoaks
(and the As beating Whitgift), the U12 B, C & Ds all successful
at St George’s Weybridge, the 13 As beat both Sutton rivals
John Fisher and Wallington Grammar (13 Bs successful too)
and the U12 As kept up their 100% record with a Surrey Cup
1st round win against Feltonfleet and then a very pleasing
win the following day against Whitgift. The Team of the Week
though goes to the 1st X1 who had a hard fought victory
against Ewell Castle and then followed it up with a magnificent
team performance to beat Whitgift.

Pictured above: U12A team after their win against Whitgift.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Saturday 6 May
Wilson’s vs. Whitgift
1st XI won by 7 wickets
U15A lost by 12 runs
U14A won by 7 wickets
U13A lost by 36 runs
U12A won by 6 wickets

Pictured above: David Middleton and Tom Malcolm

NATIONAL SCHOOLS’ BADMINTON
FINALS
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Looking Ahead
•

24 May - Summer Concert (7.00 pm)

•

26 May - Y13 Study Leave begins

•

29 May - 2 June

•

5 June - School closed to Students

HALF-TERM
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(except those sitting public exams)

With over 2,000 schools starting out in this competition, it was
a great honour for Wilson’s to be among the nine teams that
met for the finals.  On Sunday 7 May the team travelled to the
National Badminton centre in Milton Keynes to compete. The
team was seeded to come seventh in the competition, but
naturally wanted to do better.

Many thanks to all the parents who travelled up and spent a
long day supporting the school, and to Mrs Beckman for her
coaching and encouragement. Wilson’s finished in 5th place
overall in the country, which is a fantastic achievement and a
testament to the practice and hard work which the boys have
put in.

In the first group, Wilson’s beat Garforth comfortably and then
went on to play one of the favourites from Reading and the
eventual winners. Sadly they lost the match, but not without a
great deal of effort being expended and a lot of close games.

This is the fifth consecutive year that the school has reached
the National final and now the team is ready to start again with
their target of the 2018 Finals. The bar is set very high!

This put the team in the group playing for 4th, 5th and 6th
places. They really raised their game and won their first match
against Balcarras 4-1 and went on to play Richard Hale losing
narrowly 2-3, with one game being very close with a final score
of 20 – 21.
At the beginning of the season it did not look likely that
Wilson’s would qualify, but it shows what can be done with
some talent and a lot of hard work and effort.

The Wilson’s team was comprised of: Tom Malcolm, Luke
Griffiths, James Benjamin, David Middleton and Jazeban
Asokkumar.

•

16 June - Art GCSE & GCE Exhibition

•

21 June - Early finish for students (1.05
pm)

•

21 June - Y11 Book Return

•

26 June - Y11 Work Experience Week 1

•

29 June - Open Evening - Early finish for
students (1.05 pm)

•

30 June - Y13 Book Return

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Great Revision
As the boys are told repeatedly through
their time at school, great revision is
an “active” process. If your son is not
producing something as part of his
revision (or better still, transferring
information from one form to another), it
is unlikely to be effective!

CADOGAN HALL CONCERT

MUSIC AT WILSON’S

It was with a degree of trepidation that I approached Cadogan Hall on
the evening of 4 May, having been the only person in Year 10 to sign
up for this trip alongside over a dozen Sixth Formers (whom we met
at the venue) and a single Year 11 pupil.

Nearly two years ago I was faced with a choice about where to
continue my studies at A level. As a passionate musician, I stopped to
ask myself: why would I enjoy music at Wilson’s?

by Andy Deng 10C

The concert began with a sweeping rendition of Wagner’s Prelude
from Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg. Each playing of the noble
theme soothed the ear, allowing the listener to bask in a wave of
glory.
For me, as a violinist, the highlight of the evening was undoubtedly
Tchaikovsky’s violin concerto. Having slipped unnoticed into a better
seat, I managed to get an excellent view of the soloist’s fingers
dancing up and down the fingerboard to this fiendishly difficult work.
The piece was full of rich, lyrical melodies played to perfection by
soloist Tasmin Little.
Following the interval, the orchestra launched into the final item,
Rachmaninoff’s 2nd symphony. There were many moments to
marvel for the listener, most notably when a brash Russian ostinato
died away to reveal a plaintive oboe solo, which then expanded into
a sweeping, graceful string melody; but also when the conductor,
consumed by a frenetic passion for his art, allowed his baton to leave
his fingers and strike one of the cellists. The audience promptly broke
into rapturous applause.
The evening concluded with the fire alarm going off and a brisk walk
through the nicer part of West London, passing empty houses of
various Russian oligarchs on our way to Victoria Station.
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Our gratitude goes towards Mr Lissimore and Dr Clayden, with
special recognition for the latter’s commendable adherence to the
Educational Visits policy in taking a register for all of the two people
in the group.

by Kavana Crossley, U6

Well it’s encouraging that the department gets some of the best
GCSE and A level Music results in the whole country, but this is not
inspiring in itself! Nor is the Mary Datchelor Wing a thing of beauty
(although the computer suites do come with the latest technology).
More exciting is the dynamic nature of the department, characterised
by the brilliant scheme to introduce all Year 7 pupils to a new
musical instrument. Then there are the stories and legends of the
department: that Mr Elsom, our Director of Music, “studied in Jesus
College, Oxford with Jesus himself”, or that “Dr Clayden is only five
handshakes away from JS Bach (who died in 1750)”!
The study of Music at Wilson’s isn’t just challenging – it allows us
to be creative in whichever way we may choose, whether writing
ballets for chess pieces or using music technology to enhance our
compositions. Having the opportunity to conduct a samba band in
concert (with actual repiniques, caixas, guiros, surdos) is a favourite
memory of mine. The standard of musicianship across the school is
striking: the quality of music across all ensembles has been raised
during my time at the school, made possible by the commitment of
the students and staff members.
So, what is the real reason I chose Wilson’s to continue my music
studies? Maybe it’s because here, we can enjoy music. We aren’t
forced to attend an ensemble, because there are so many to
choose from – you simply play what you enjoy. The opportunities
to showcase the talent are increasing every year, and music in the
school grows thanks to everyone involved. The enthusiasm from our
music teachers is boundless: when you put on a cheeky fugue like
Bach’s in G minor (BWV 578), you can hear Mr Lissimore and Dr
Clayden approaching down the corridor with excitement. Mr Elsom,
when he’s not composing his own masterpieces, organises it all. Mrs
Straw organises everyone and makes the department look great, and
Daniel Gonsalves our Music Prefect has been the cherry on the cake
this year.
But the Music Department at Wilson’s owes a great deal to its
committed students too – especially those who have contributed so
much to my musical experiences at the school.

Pictured above: A Level Music students 2017

WILSON’S

SUMMER CONCERT
7PM WEDNESDAY 24TH MAY

MC ALISTER SUITE
REFRESHMENTS WILL
BE PROVIDED BY THE PFA
Adults £5, Students £3
BOOK YOUR TICKETS ON PARENTPAY NOW

CHESS EVENTS
WILSON’S CHESS AWARDS 2016/17
After another successful year in the Surrey Schools’ chess league,
all regular team members received an award as their team finished
in the top three places in their division. The third team, captained
by Lower Sixth pupils Dylan Perera and Kiran Manthry, won their
Division and are seen holding the winner’s trophy – a chess board.
Otherwise the first, second and fourth teams came third in divisions
one, two and four, whilst the fifth team came first equal in division 5,
losing out on the closest of tie breaks.
The chess season is now over for most players, but the first team
have qualified for the national finals to be played in early July at
Uppingham School.

WILSON’S INTER-FORM CHESS CHALLENGE 2017
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Twenty eight forms entered this year’s Wilson’s inter-form chess
challenge. A crowded McAlister Room saw 200 games of chess
played in 2 hours between 100 chess players.
Each team consisted of 4 players, and each team played 4 games,
so the winning form was the one with the highest total out of a
maximum possible 16 points. After some initial one sided matches,
by the final 2 rounds many were very close. By the start of the final
round, Brecon was in the lead by 1 point. A draw in their final match
was enough to win the competition, as the top three matches all
ended in draws!

PFA CHARITY WALK
by Ishaan Makkar, 8H

On 7 May 2017, around 37 of us participated in a 7.8 mile charity
walk across the spectacular North Downs to raise money for Wilson’s
PFA and the Rotary Club of Banstead. It was a breath-taking and
relaxing walk which also raised money for good causes.
When we reached the site of the walk, we were greeted with
picturesque scenes and luscious green all around us. We began the
day with a  photograph around the Wilson’s School flag. After thirty
minutes and several photographs, we were released and finally
began the walk.
The sun was shining brightly, as the crisp morning air washed all our
drowsiness away. The walk started by Epsom Race course with open
fields of grass and hay - a place where horses probably train before
a race. This quickly ended as the trees started to crowd in on us. As
we walked down the path, a line of horse poo stood tall, emitting its
poisonous stench and acting as a barrier to the rest of the group.
Each of us took turns in leaping over ‘the sight’. We carried on with
the walk, still mindful about what had happened. We passed over
miles of horse track and were even lucky enough to stroke a few
horses.
Finally, as my energy started to deplete, we were all relieved when a
refreshments stall appeared in front of us. I ran ahead and grabbed
a glass of squash and some biscuits. By the time my energy had
returned, the woods started to end and rows and rows of corn began
to appear. We passed through a farm in silence; all of us in awe of
the massive machines parked in the garage. Eventually, our starting
place was revealed to us on an unusually high hill, so I sprinted down
to finish off the walk, eager to get a few more nibbles of the mouthwatering custard cream biscuits.
The 7.8-mile walk took us fewer than 3 hours to complete, and
surprisingly by the end I was filled with energy- quite the opposite of
what I expected. After a few rounds of World Championship footy, we
departed the place and carried on with the rest of our day.
Please click on the link below to assist us in raising £500 for this
good cause. https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/wilsons

PFA NEWS
PFA 100 CLUB
MAY DRAW
The winners of the May 100 club draw are as
follows:
May
1st
B & K Jackson £36.25
2nd
W Robertson £21.75
3rd
S Highwood
£14.50
The committee have a lot of fun raising
money for the school and if you would like
to join them they would be glad to welcome
you. Please contact Mrs Guha by email at:
wilsonspfa@gmail.com.

CAREERS
INTERVIEWS FOR
YEARS 8-10
From Tuesday 16 May careers interviews
are available by appointment every
Tuesday until the end of term. Each
interview lasts 30 minutes. The advice
is impartial. The adviser, Mrs Burton, is
from Prospects.
Any student who would like an interview
needs to contact Mr Englefield (ge@
wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk). This can
be done directly or via your form tutor /
Head of Year.
Interviews take place in the library.
Come prepared – discussion topics
normally include A Level options,
employment, degrees, apprenticeships,
entrepreneurialism, work experience etc.
Once you have shown an interest, you
will be notified of your appointment time
on the form time announcements page.

Leading form positions were:
First: 		
12 Brecon 11.5 points
Second:
11 Greencoat, 8 Brecon and 8 Datchelor with
		10.5 points
Fifth:
10 Camberwell and 9 Datchelor  with 10 points
The final positions in the inter-house competition were:
1st 		
Greencoat (51 points)
2nd 		
Brecon (45.5)
3rd 		
Camberwell (37.5)
4th 		
Hayes (36)
5th
Datchelor (27.5)
6th 		
Southwark (19.5)

Pictured above: Those participating in the PFA Charity Walk

UKMT JUNIOR MATHS
CHALLENGE 2017

RI ENGINEERING COURSES

All year 7 and 8 pupils at Wilson’s took the United Kingdom
Mathematics Trust (UKMT) Junior Maths Challenge. Between them
they obtained 145 Gold, 115 Silver and 66 bronze certificates. From
this group, a record 15 pupils have been invited to sit the challenging
Olympiad paper. A further 64 pupils are invited to participate in a
subsequent round called the Kangaroo. Both these rounds will take
place on Tuesday 13 June.

On Saturday 11 March, I walked into Trinity School with William
Higgs, David Kuc, Ken Li and Alex Clifton to start what would turn out
to be an incredible six week engineering Masterclass provided by the
Royal Institution.

Top scoring pupils were Max Ma (8S) and Eeshaan Iyer (7C) who
both scored 127 out of a maximum 135. Other highest scores were
by Anton May (8D, 120),  Ugas Jeyakanth (7S, 115), Nabeel Abdul
Rasheed (8H, 115), Arya Labroo (8B, 114), Divy Dayal (8H, 114) and
Joseph Epsom (8B, 113). Olympiad qualifiers should see Dr Cooper
in F12 one lunchtime to get advice and a past paper. Kangaroo
qualifiers will be given a past paper by their maths teacher.

by Ray Wang, 9G

On arrival, we were split into two smaller groups to start the course.
I was with William and David, Ken & Alex were in the other group.
Each session would begin with some theory about the relevant
subject before we started the practical activity.

The first week we made loudspeakers from scratch using powerful
neodymium magnets, bits of paper and a polystyrene bowl, after
doing some theory. Unbelievably, it was incredibly simple and after
just half an hour of assembling the simple parts we were able to
connect it to a phone and play music from it.

Non sibi sed omnibus

In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

The Masterclasses are hands-on and interactive extracurricular
sessions led by experts from the engineering industry from all
around the UK. We attended them with around 40 other secondary
school students from the area. Now I know what you’re thinking:
Saturday, morning and classes don’t go too well together, but all of
us were passionate for engineering and were keen get started on the
activities. The course really inspired me, as I did many things that I
thought I couldn’t do, especially in just a few hours.

During the course, we made loudspeakers, wooden bridges, robots,
cardboard cars to test safety, paper rockets and arches out of card.
My three favourite sessions were loudspeakers, robots and car
safety.

Wilson’s Update

Students of the Week

Jack Bates, 7C
For showing an incredibly mature and
responsible attitude to school life.

Personally, the third week was my favourite as we were making
robots and programming motors to make wheels and the head move
in different ways. The competition of best robot was also fun. What I
liked most is that it was definitely something I didn’t think that I could
do, as I have always found electrical components to be a bit tricky,
but at the same time I quite enjoyed writing programs, so it could
be a mixed bag. I found it coming together really well and when we
finally linked up the Bluetooth to the robot and ran the program I was
amazed.
In the fourth week, we learnt about car safety. The safety features of
a car were explained to us, the seatbelt, airbag and crumple zone.
As an activity we had to modify a cardboard car to ensure that the
passengers inside would survive. This involved strengthening the
passenger section and weakening the bonnet to make an effective
crumple zone. It was interesting to see the theory come together to
create a working model.
Overall it was a really insightful experience into engineering,
with useful real everyday applications. It was also fascinating to
understand how objects and systems we take for granted actually
work. I would definitely recommend this to anybody in year 7 or 8
who is interested in engineering and would like to pursue this in the
future.

Jackson Ellis, 8S
For being an excellent leader of the Year
8 rugby team and showing outstanding
leadership and great ways of motivating
his team. He has even represented Year
9 as well!

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK
It’s been good to see some new names in the past week
coming to attention for their runs and wickets, whilst others
continue to perform. In U12 cricket Pradyumn Sharma hit 35
and Aghna Datta took 7-14 in 4 overs. Tom Mylchreest scored
a very good 45 not out for the U13’s whilst in U14 teams Guy
Thompson 41 not out, Niruthihan Vimalanathan 4 wickets and
Matthewson Matthews 5-13 shone. For the U15s, Varun Jain
(63) and Pranav Madan (75) shared a 145 run partnership in
the Kingston Grammar game and Callum Furmidge scored
47 not out in the Surrey Schools Hobbs Trophy match at The
Oval (plus 70 not out for the school against St Olave’s). For the
1st X1, Janaken Prabhakaran and Faaris Chaudry both took
3 wickets in the Sutton Grammar match, whilst Jack Shelton
smashed 30 from16 balls. The Player of the Week though goes
to Harry Bowman of the U14s who hasn’t had many chances
so far this season but has bided his time, started to score some
runs when he’s had the chance and hit a match winning 64 not
out against St Olave’s.

Cricket Results
Monday 8 May
Wilson’s vs Kingston Grammar
(National U15 T20 competition)
U15A won by 7 wickets
Tuesday 9 May
Wilson’s vs. Wimbledon College
U13A won by 50 runs
Wednesday 10 May
Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar
1st XI won by 8 wickets

Team of the Week
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Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Player of the Week

The 1st XI secured the Sutton League title with a convincing
win over Sutton Grammar; the U14 Bs had success against the
Wimbledon College U14A team and the U12 Bs kept up their
good form with 2 wins. The Team of the Week though goes to
the U15As who beat St Olave’s on Saturday, but the previous
Monday had a magnificent run chase to reach 160 from the last
ball of the game to beat Kingston Grammar in the National T20
competition. Very well done to the U15s.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Pictured above: Player of the Week, Harry Bowman

Thursday 11 May
Wilson’s vs. Epsom College
U14A lost by 66 runs (Surrey Cup)
Wilson’s vs. Wimbledon College
U14B won by 7 wickets
Wilson’s vs. Cedars
U14C lost by 30 runs
Friday 12 May
Wilson’s vs. Wimbledon College
U12A won by 43 runs
Wilson’s vs. Cedars
U12B won by 8 wickets
Saturday 13 May
Wilson’s vs. St Olave’s
U15A won by 9 wickets
U14A won by 6 wickets
U13A lost by 7 wickets
U12A lost by 8 wickets
Wilson’s vs. Ewell Castle
U15B won by 8 wickets
U14B lost by 9 wickets
U13B lost by 9 wickets
U12B won by 10 wickets

Pictured above: Ready for the game.

Pictured above: Presentation of the 1st XI Sutton League
Trophy.

FAREWELL TO THE CLASS OF 2017!
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Looking Ahead
•

29 May - 2 June

HALF-TERM

•

5 June - School closed to students
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(except those sitting public exams)
•

16 June - Art GCSE & GCE Exhibition

•

21 June - Early finish for students (1.05
pm)

•

21 June - Y11 Book Return

•

26 June - Y11 Work Experience Week 1

•

29 June - Open Evening - Early finish for
students (1.05 pm)

•

30 June - Y13 Book Return

•

5 July - Used Uniform Sale

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Social media and satisfaction
Most of the boys in the Upper Sixth joined us almost seven years ago and today we said farewell
to them in an atmosphere one can only describe
as carnival-like. Fancy dress was the order of the
day (how they travelled through London dressed
as they were we do not wish to imagine) and all
enjoyed a buffet with the staff and an extremely
taxing inflatable assault course. This followed an
excellent leavers’ event on Thursday night,
organised by the Senior Prefects and attended
by the staff at their request, where speeches
were made and some dubious awards collected.

The Sixth Form is the engine room of the
school. It sets the tone and determines the
standards. What has been striking in these
closing days is the determination they show and
the importance they place on friendship. Arriving
as boys, they leave as gentlemen; and having
made their mark on the school, it is now time for
them to make their mark on the world. Good
luck and never forget, non sibi sed omnibus.

Some new research from the University
of Sheffield suggests that spending
more time on social networks reduces
the satisfaction that children feel with
all aspects of their lives (except for their
friendships). The research used a large
representative sample of 10-15 year olds
over the period 2010 to 2014 from the
UK Household Longitudinal Study and is
available via the NSPCC website.

Boys’ Mental Health
Symposium

Interview with the interviewer

The Boys’ Mental Health Symposium last week was very successful
and we welcomed visitors from schools across the south of England.
It was a great opportunity for us to evaluate our provision alongside
schools that place similar emphasis on promoting positive mental
health; the day ended with two inspiring presentations from Dick
Moore and Jonny Benjamin MBE. We are confident about the next
steps we need to take in terms of staff training (Mental Health First
Aid) and PSHE. There will be a parents' workshop focussing on
adolescent mental health issues early in the autumn term.

This Tuesday I had the pleasure of interviewing the Careers Advisor,
Mrs Burton. I asked her about a variety of things, the main subject
being the work she does at Wilson’s. After studying English and
History at university, Mrs Burton knew that she wanted to work with
young people; however, she also wanted to guide young people
during the transition from adolescence to adulthood. She then joined
Prospects (a company offering impartial advice to people about A
Level options, employment and GSCE options). She is employed to
work at 5 different schools (one per weekday) and comes into
Wilson’s every Tuesday. Having now experienced two interviews with
Mrs Burton, I can honestly say that she answered each question with
blunt, helpful honesty, whilst remaining impartial about what paths to
follow. Each interview lasts 30 minutes and they are available each
Tuesday until the end of term. If you are interested, please contact
Mr Englefield (ge@wilsonsschool.sutton.sch.uk). An interview with
Mrs Burton is a thoroughly positive experience and one that I would
recommend for anyone, regardless of how far ahead they’ve thought.
By Ollie Flowers
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Pictured above: Dick Moore

Pictured above: Jonny Benjamin, MBE

Pictured above: Careers Advisor, Mrs Burton

WOODCOTE NURSERY VOUCHERS
We are again collecting vouchers from
Woodcote Green Garden Centre for the
School. A 25p voucher is issued for every
£10 spent so please do ask for these at the
checkout as you buy any garden plants/tools/
gifts etc. This will enable us to get free plants
and equipment for the School. The collecting
box for your vouchers in School is on the
reception desk. Vouchers will be issued on all
purchases until 31 July.

Fencing Success for
Dawood Khan 9D

Valerie Degorce International
Youth Trophy May 2017

British Youth Championships April 2017

Salle Paul Fencing Club Competition

I represented the South East of England in the British Youth
Championships in the U14 section. The competition was held at
Sheffield University. Of the 300 fencers that entered this competition
only 74 across the UK were invited to this event so I was pleased to
be among them and to have progressed this far. I was ranked 14th at
the end of the competition.

This competition was in Hendon at the prestigious Salle Paul Fencing
Club. There were very few international fencers attending,however
the competition did attract the best fencers from across the UK. It felt
like the British youth championships again, as every match I fenced
was very tough. After a dubious start, I was eventually knocked out in
the quarter finals. My ranking at the end of the competition was 7th.

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Ayush Agrawal, 7B
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For showing real resilience and diligence
in catching up on work he has missed
due to absence. He is ensuring that
he is fully prepared for his upcoming
examinations.

Poland - March 2017
I was nervous as this was my first international competition and I did
not know what to expect. I travelled with my Dad and some of my
friends from Salle Paul fencing club who were also entered in the
competition. There was a great team spirit as we cheered each other
on and England had an excellent result with a 5th and a 6th place
in the competition. In my first direct elimination I came up against
a Hungarian, I was beating him 7-1 when he rallied, with the score
at 11-10 to me. Luckily I managed to pull away and eventually won
15-11. Sadly in the next direct elimination I was placed against the
number two seed (who went on to win the silver medal).
My final placing was 123rd out of 250 which was just above halfway.

Junayd Soobratty, 8H
Being instrumental in producing an
excellent form assemby on personal
hygiene. He really helped pull the form
together in working as a team.

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Player of the Week

Preparation started weeks in advance as both sides wanted
to be in the best position to win the final match of the Wilson’s
season. Lots of talking, teasing and taunting was exchanged
between the staff and the boys. However when the day arrived, everyone involved was as serious as could be. A different approach was taken in regards to the warm-ups before
the game, with the boys being the more organised [Perhaps
the staff were busy marking all of that work you were handing
in? – Mr Cole]. The game was played in three 20 minute thirds
(mainly to give the staff more rest periods) and the first was,
as to be expected, fiercely competed. Every ball was contested, every player was exerting themselves and as a result the
game was even going into the second third. But, the tactical
genius of the pupils’ team co-managers of Mrs Ford and Mrs
O’Donnell in combination with the fitness and application of
the game-plan by the boys, led them to dominate as the game
went on. Around halfway through the second third a long ball
was played by Josh Norman from centre-back, causing confusion amongst the staff defence and it fell to left-winger Sami
Hussain who had an easy pass across the box to striker Kevin
Team of the Week
Mwondha - known as the Postman as he always delivers, provThere were good convincing wins for the U14A and U12A
en by his cool finish into the bottom corner, despite the best
against Lingfield College whilst the 3 wicket win for the U13A in efforts of Mr Fletcher in goal and numerous staff defenders.
their match versus Caterham School was a little close.
However the Team of the Week goes to the U13B team who
The game became stretched as it continued, with the staff not
beat Caterham School by the smallest margin of 1 wicket in a
being able to match the quality of possession of the three-time
very tight game.
Surrey Cup final Year 13 boys. Keeping and moving the ball
from side to side caused the teachers to become tired and
disorganised, leading to gaps opening up across the pitch. This
was eventually exposed after copious pressure by the pupils in
the third period of the game as centre-midfielder Calum Nuttall
hit a firmly struck half-volley into the left side of the staff goal.
Congratulations to Adam Mountain, Guy Thompson, Mahijith
Soon after, the final whistle went and so the game finished 2-0
Kumar, Yusuf Hussain, Taalib Hussain, Thomas Hubner,
to the pupils.
Kwajo Osafo-Maafo, Tobi Fadipe, Kwesi Ntim, Nye Flowers
for making U14’s Surrey FA Futsal Final on Saturday 20
The better team won on the day, but the staff made it an enMay at Woking Leisure Centre. 12 team made the finals
thralling and high-spirited encounter, which was recognised
competition and Wilson’s won every game in the group stages by the hundreds watching in the crowd - including students,
only conceding 1 goal. The final was a frantic encounter
teachers and parents. Thanks must be given to all involved against a well-organised Futsal academy. We started well but
the experience was unforgettable and a great send off for the
gave 2-0 goals away in quick succession and with the game
year 13 boys, who didn’t fail to give Mr Simmons a hard time at
only 10 minutes long it was too much to claw back. A great
the meal later in the evening.
achievement for making the final - well done.
In the U13A’s Jackson Ellis had a
fine spell of bowling taking 3 wickets for 9 runs whilst Aaron Stace
hit a vital 21 off of 21 balls. Pranav
Madan improved on those bowling
figures with 5 wickets for 2 runs
from his 4 overs and then Harry
Bowman continued his good form
with 50 not out. For the U12A’s
Arnav Patnaik hit another 50 before
retiring before Arthur Wilson
2 wickets for 5 runs and Stuart Gray
2 stumpings did well in the field.
The Player of the Week for his fine
all round display goes to Cassius Player of the Week:
Cassius Hayman
Hayman of the U13B’s in their
narrow win against Caterham
School.

U14’s SURREY FA FUTSAL
FINAL
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STAFF VS. PUPILS MATCH
REPORT

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 15 May
Wilson’s vs St George’s Weybridge
(U15 T20 2nd round)
U15A		
lost by 89 runs
Tuesday 16 May
Wilson’s vs. Caterham
won by 3 wickets
U13A		
U13B
won by 1 wicket
Saturday 20 May
Wilson’s vs. Lingfield College
won by 8 wickets
U14A		
U12A		
won by 98 runs

The weather played a big part in this
past week of cricket with 6 matches
in total being cancelled due to the wet
weather.

British Physics Olympiad Gold Awards

Issue 411
9 June, 2017

Links
Every year, opportunities are given to students in Years 11, 12, and
13 to participate in the British Physics Olympiad challenges and
competitions. The Olympiad aims to stretch and challenge excellent
young physicists, and encourages them to develop their problem
solving skills and to apply their knowledge to unfamiliar scenarios
(which can be modelled and explained using their current theoretical
understanding).
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This year, two of our students attained a Gold Award in their
respective papers; Charlie Rogers in Year 11 (GCSE Challenge) and
Cellan Brady in Year 13 (British Physics Olympiad Round 1).

In addition to certificates, students who win a Gold are awarded book
prizes from the Olympiad team (pictured). To enter the Olympiad
shows intellectual maturity and a willingness to push oneself
beyond one’s comfort zone. To attain a medal in the competition is
a remarkable achievement, and to get a Gold Award is therefore
absolutely outstanding. We are very proud of Charlie and Cellan for
their efforts with the Olympiad, and hope that they both continue to
excel at problem solving as they continue with their education and
careers.

Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

16 June - Art GCSE & GCE Exhibition

•

21 June - Early finish for students (1.05
pm)

•

21 June - Y11 Book Return

•

26 June - Y11 Work Experience Week 1

•

29 June - Open Evening - Early finish for
students (1.05 pm)

•

30 June - Y13 Book Return

•

5 July - Used Uniform Sale

•

7 July -Mufti Day

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Uniform outside school
Boys sometimes seem surprised that
we are concerned about their uniform
outside school, but this is exactly where
they are most visible to members of the
public as representatives of the school!
They should wear their uniform neatly
and with pride.

Art Exhibition 2017

Year 7 Production
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WILSON’S SCHOOL JUNIOR MUSICAL

WILSON’S SCHOOL
GCSE & A-level Art Exhibition
Friday 16 June 2017 • from 1505 to 1800

Summer Concert
Success
A number of musical ensembles played to a sell-out audience at the
annual Summer Concert during the final week of last half term. Held
in the McAlister Suite, the Summer Concert was a chance for the
junior musical ensembles to showcase their talents in a slightly less
formal setting. The weather was glorious, allowing members of the
audience to make use of the terrace during the interval. It was delightful to see some senior students return in order to help support the
younger students and Mr Cole, in his closing words, thanked those
individuals who had fully embraced the motto of the school: Non Sibi
Sed Omnibus. The performances were of an excellent quality and
began with the newly formed Junior Wind Band, performing the fiery
Raider’s March, composed by John Williams for the Indiana Jones
films. Other highlights included appearances of the Oboe Ensemble
and Brass ensembles, directed by Ms Dennis and Mr Willey respectively. A surprise addition of the Year 10 Choir singing The Girl from
Ipanema was a crowd-pleaser with expressive swaying from the
GCSE students bringing the first half of the concert to a satisfying
close. The School Choir performed Stanford’s Evening Service in
C, directed by Mr Hann before the Middle School String Ensemble
performed Basse Danse, from the Capriol Suite, by Peter Warlock,
Albinoni’s Adagio in G Minor, and a new composition, Pollaiolo. The
joint forces of the Middle School and Senior School Wind Bands
brought the evening to a rousing close with a number of toe-tapping
delights. Mr Elsom would like to thank all those staff and students
who helped make the event such a success. Thanks also go to the
PFA for providing the refreshments.
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Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward students who have gone
above and beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular activities. Our
congratulations go to those named below.

Ayush Patel, 7D
For helping another student in
the form get to and from lessons,
with all of his belongings, whilst
his leg recovered, and doing so
with good grace, humility, and
generosity.

Nathan Ray, 8D
For showing a real turn
around in his effort and
application regarding his
school work.

Cricket Team and
Player of the Week
Player of the Week
In the U12A match Arnav Patnaik and
Agustya Iyer were both in the runs
whilst Janam Shah 2-2 and Eeshan
Iyer 4-10 took the wickets. Cassius
Hayman hit 49 in the U13B match and
shared a good partnership with Sami
Siddiq who was 30 not out. For the
U14A’s Michael Lammie top scored
with 35 supported by Harry Bowman
(27 not out) whilst Charlie Tierney
took 2 catches and 2 stumpings. In
the U15A game Ijaz Swaleh bowled
well taking 3-20 and Callum Furmidge
hit 35. In the two U15B team matches Abdullah Ghalib made 39, Kaamil
Kaba bowled well taking 2-6, Vaibhav Malhotra took 2-12 and Ajay
Ravindran had a good all round game making 26 and taking 2-11.
The Player of the Week though goes to a player who made a decisive
contribution in the U14A match taking 5 wickets for 10 runs so many
congratulations go to Arya Shah.

Team of the Week
The last week before half term saw 8 wins out of 9 matches which
included a good victory for the U15A team over Tiffins in a Surrey
Cup match. The U12 and U14 A’s & B’s continued their good run of
form whilst the U13B’s registered another victory. The Team of the
Week though who managed two very good wins in three days are the
U15 B team.

RESULTS SUMMARY
As we reach the mid-season break (half term!!) a total of 74 matches
have been played so far across 14 different teams. A very healthy 53
of these games have been won which is great to report. The following
teams have achieved a win percentage ratio so far of 75% or above –
U12b, U12A, U14B, U14A, U15B and most notably the 1st X1.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 22 May
Wilson’s vs Rutlish
U15B
won by 8 wickets
Tuesday 23 May
Wilson’s vs. Trinity
U13A lost to Trinity in the Surrey Cup
by 79 runs
Wilson’s vs Rutlish
U13B
won by 60 runs
Wednesday 24 May
Wilson’s vs. John Fisher
U15B
won by 32 runs
Thursday 25 May
U15A beat Tiffin in the Surrey Cup by
8 wickets
Wilson’s vs. Rutlish
U14A
won by 16 runs
U14B
won by 5 wickets
Friday 26 May
Wilson’s vs. Rutlish
U12A
U12B

won by 34 runs
won by 10 wickets

STUDENTS SHOULD BE SEEN
AND HEARD
Within schools, pupils’ involvement in decision making is often
referred to as ‘pupil voice’ or ‘student voice’ and the most common
model used in schools is the ‘School Council’, whereby a small number of nominated pupils meet to talk about issues affecting the student body. At Wilson’s, we have tried to achieve something altogether
broader and more inclusive: we try to create as many opportunities
as possible for pupils to play an active role in their education and in
shaping the character and routines of the school.
The most formal aspect of Pupil Voice at Wilson’s is Student Board
(which, to be fair, does resemble a ‘school council’!). Each term,
representatives chosen by their peers from each tutor group meet to
determine their year group’s proposal. These meetings are chaired
by the Head of Year. Later in the term, two representatives from each
year group attend the whole-school Student Board meeting (one
permanent representative who goes to all Student Board meetings
during that academic year and one advocate whose job is to make
a strong case for the change or idea proposed by that year group’s
representatives).
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Lively discussion at this week’s Student Board (co-chaired as always by the Head, Mr Cole and new School Captain, Owen Child),
focussed on the recent decision to trial closing computer rooms
at break and lunch as well as questions relating to homework and
school bells.
Student Board is a vital forum, but the most important kind of Student Voice takes place in day to day interactions between pupils and
teachers, who are encouraged to be as approachable as possible in
keeping with the ethos of the school. Heads of Year encourage pupils
to raise concerns with their tutors as they arise and form tutors may
also communicate issues that come up in passing during registrations
and tutorial sessions to senior staff. We have kept the teacher ratio of
1:15 in each form group to try to facilitate this.

Strong Pupil Voice of this kind is crucial for pupils to feel safe and
happy in school.
Heads of Year aim to meet randomly selected groups of pupils regularly to discuss certain issues, for example:
•
To get feedback on a recent change in routines.
•
To check their understanding of the Code of Conduct (school
rules).
•
To ascertain how pupils are managing the balance between
work and play at home, and how they are developing their
study skills.
•
To discuss e-safety issues and the latest trends in online
activity and social media.
•
To make sure that extra-curricular activities are sufficiently
varied and inspiring for pupils in the year group.
•
To hear about school trips and visits.
Moreover, there are also surveys and group interviews run by individual departments to help evaluate pupils’ experience of life in the
classroom in each subject.
We discourage anonymous communication, because it doesn’t enable us to provide support, encouragement or reply, but Lower School
pupils do also have a ‘worry box’ outside the Key Stage 3 office.
Finally, in each Key Stage, an additional member of staff is appointed
with special responsibility for pupil welfare. Mme Renaut (Key Stage
3) and Miss Banner (Key Stage 4) are highly approachable and are
happy to talk with any pupils about anything that might be worrying
them. They are able to make direct referrals to the school nurse,
counsellor and clinical psychologist if necessary.
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Next Week’s Menus
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Looking Ahead
•

16 June - Art GCSE & GCE Exhibition

•

21 June - Early finish for students (1.05
pm)

•

21 June - Y11 Book Return

•

26 June - Y11 Work Experience Week 1

•

29 June - Open Evening - Early finish for
students (1.05 pm)

•

30 June - Y13 Book Return

•

5 July - Used Uniform Sale

•

7 July - MUFTI Day

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Contacting the school office
We try to make sure that the school
office is able to take calls from parents
promptly during the day, but please be
aware that we are only in a position
to pass on urgent messages to pupils
(for example, when arrangements for
collection or travel at the end of the day
have changed).

MFL TRANSLATION BEE
COMPETITION
Once again, we can be proud of Wilson’s boys
who performed extremely well in their first
Translation Bee competition in French and
German.
On Monday, Dulain Gamage (8C), Nabeel
AbdulRasheed (8H), Ayush Nagara (8S), Daniel
Wainewright (8S), Aditya Chougule (8B) and
Syed Shah (8C) went to London for a grilling
session of 3 hours competing against other
schools. They had to translate sentences
from English to German or French as fast
possible without making any grammatical errors.
We are delighted to inform you that Aditya Chougule (8B) and Syed Shah
(8C) got through to the National Finals in German!
The next round and National finals of the Modern Foreign Languages
Translation Bee competition will take place on Monday, 3 July, 2017 at the
Sidwick Site, Cambridge University, 12.00 – 5.00pm.
We wish Aditya and Syed best of luck! Go Wilson’s!
A suivre… / Fortsetzung folgt…. / to be continued…

as

MICRO:BITS

Students of the Week

by Sufiyan Alim, 10S

In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

The screen is black as the student pulls the USB cable connected to the
Micro:bit from the computer, then, relieved, he sees the little five by five LED
screen flicker to life and the slightly odd sounding version of Beethoven’s
Symphony no. 5. It may have been horrendously out of tune - perhaps
enough to make the composer cry - but I must add that getting such a result
isn’t always the case with the temperamental Micro:bits, which sometimes
simply refuse to even show the vaguest signs of functionality. Our efficient
completion of coursework meant that it was only fitting that we did something
a little bit quirky! There were also, unfortunately, some more unwelcome
successes in the classroom, namely the irritating creation of a police siren,
played on a loop for about a minute (I would like to apologise sincerely to the
class for what was a most torturous creation).
The Micro:bit, for those who are wondering what on earth this article is
about, is a small, programmable micro-computer which has just the basic
components of a computer and can be programmed to undertake various
tasks. These range from having the 25 LEDs on the top display your name
(one of my less irritating creations), to playing a tune on a pair of earphones
attached using crocodile clips to the circuit board.
The rudimentary nature of the Micro:bit also allows us to be able to create
a wide variety of robots or devices as there are ways (even if they are
unknown to anyone except probably the BBC technician who created them)
of attaching other components, such as motors and sensors to the Micro:bit
to create larger mechanisms. This alternative to theory work has been
thoroughly enjoyed and, although it might sound unbelievable, it definitely is
much more engaging and entertaining than writing a complete set of notes
on the functions of a spreadsheet.
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To find out more go to : http://microbit.org

Ian Cotton, 7C
For always following teacher instructions
without any fuss, for actively assisting
form tutors and for helping to create a
friendly and positive environment in the
form.

Pictured above: Aditya Chougule and Syed Shah

Classin Jeyakumar, 8G
For being highlighted as a student who
has been putting in effort over and above
what is expected of him, in a number of
different lessons.
Pictured above: The Translation Bee Team

GCSE & A LEVEL ART
EXHIBITION

HOUSE COMPETITION PARKRUN

The Art Department is looking forward
to welcoming as many parents, staff and
students as possible to their exhibition
this Friday, 16 June.
WOODCOTE NURSERY VOUCHERS
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We are again collecting vouchers from
Woodcote Green Garden Centre for the
School. A 25p voucher is issued for every
£10 spent so please do ask for these at the
checkout as you buy any garden plants/tools/
gifts etc. This will enable us to get free plants
and equipment for the School. The collecting
box for your vouchers in School is on the
reception desk. Vouchers will be issued on all
purchases until 31 July.

Are you looking for some ideas for what to read over the summer?
The English department has found some great links (see below). Lots
of these books will be available in your local library, and many are
in the school library. Make the most of the nice weather and read a
book outside!
For sixth formers: https://www.englishandmedia.co.uk/blog/summerreads-2016

WILSON’S SCHOOL
GCSE & A-level Art Exhibition
Friday 16 June 2017 • from 1505 to 1800

For KS4 students who like horror novels https://www.theguardian.
com/books/2010/sep/08/charlie-higson-top-10-horror-books
For KS4 students who like fantasy novels like “Game of Thrones”:
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/mar/08/top-10-fantasyfiction-universes
For KS4 students who like science fiction novels and dystopias:
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/feb/08/top-10-booksapocalypse-flu-bombs-totalitarian-america-world-endings-zombies
For KS3 students http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/carnegiecurrent-shortlist.php (these are all available in the school library!)
Happy reading.

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK

1ST XI CRICKET TEAM
SPONSOR

Player of the Week

1st X1 White Kit Sponsor

Despite the small number of games played this week, it was
the batters who mainly stood out for notable performances.
For the U14 Bs Luke Tindale-Paul and Alec Hodgson both hit
fifties with Ellis Jarrold scoring 44 from 44 balls for the U13As.
Ahaljan Kirubaharan made 41 for the U12Bs and for the U13Bs
Cassius Hayman continued his run, scoring 58, whilst Nabeel
Abdul Rasheed was the only bowler to hit the headlines with
3-8.

The PE Department is delighted that Notts Sport has agreed to
sponsor the Wilson’s School 1st X1 white kit for the 2017 season. With over 32 years’ experience, Notts Sport is the leading
specialist in designing, advising upon and supplying
artificial surfacing systems for sport, play and leisure. Notts
Sport enjoys partnerships and affiliations with a number of
leading industry bodies, including the ECB (England &Wales
Cricket Board).

The Player of the Week is in the U14 B team. He is very enthusiastic, has improved greatly and made a career best of 27
opening the innings. Our congratulations go to Pranav
Mattipalli.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Saturday 10 June
Wilson’s vs. Sutton Grammar
U15A		
won by 6 wickets
U14B		
won by 113 runs
U13A		
won by 6 wickets
U12A		
won by 29 runs
U12B		
won by 6 wickets
Saturday 10 June
Wilson’s vs. Dunottar
U13B		
won by 17 runs
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U14 SURREY CUP PLATE WINNERS OF 2016
Player of the Week:
Pranav Mattipalli

Team of the Week
The teams playing against Sutton
Grammar recorded good
victories and a clean sweep, but
the stand out team
performance was that of the
U13Bs who played against the
Dunottar U13A team with a much
changed team but managed to
achieve a 17 run victory.

Pictured are this year’s U15 team who recently played in the
final of the Surrey Cup U14 Plate competition of 2016 which
was carried over from last summer. They were up against
Coombe Boys School from Kingston and were victorious so
many congratulations to the team.
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VISIT TO THE
BANK OF ENGLAND
MUSEUM
On Friday 16 June, twelve Year 10 boys visited the Bank of England
Museum. Whilst at the museum, the boys were able to hold a bar of
bullion and they learnt about the Bank’s history and security features in
the design of both bank notes and coins. Most importantly, for their
Business syllabus, they also learnt about the tools the Bank has at its
disposal to control the economy, namely controlling interest rates and the
use of Quantitative Easing.
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The day’s success was in no short measure due to the boys’ impeccable
performance, their engagement with the worksheets provided and their
ability to open a safe, which was rewarded with the prize of a Bank of
England pen!

23 June 2017

Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead

HONOUR FOR
CHAIR OF THE
WILSON’S
SCHOOL TRUST
The Headmaster is delighted to announce that long standing
governor and chair of the Wilson’s School Trust Clive Peckover
has been awarded an OBE in the Birthday Honours List. An old
boy of the school, Mr Peckover has been a Trustee at Wilson’s
since 1997 and a Governor since 2003. His citation is for services
to immigration and asylum policy. Having worked for the Home
Office since 1990 in a range of roles (including in justice, security,
prisons and immigration and, in 2008-2009, with the UK mission
in Afghanistan), since 2011 he has been head of family policy in
the immigration policy directorate. The school community offers
its congratulations to an OW who truly embodies the spirit of the
school’s motto. Despite having significant demands placed on his
time as a result of his professional commitments, he still makes
time to serve his former school.

•

26 June - Y11 Work Experience Week 1

•

29 June - Open Evening - Early finish for
students (1.05 pm)

•

Late start (9.40 a.m.)

•

30 June - Y13 Book Return

•

30 June - Horniman Bandstand Concert

•

3 July - New Year 7 Parents’ Induction
Evening

•

5 July - New Year 7 Induction Day and
Used Uniform Sale

•

7 July - MUFTI Day

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Y10 Temporary Prefect Duties
The Year 10 boys who have helped out
with prefect duties this term have been a
great credit to their year group. I would
remind all pupils to thank them (and
indeed the prefects in Year 12 who return
next week) when they are paying for their
food!

Y9s GET COOKING!
This year, cookery has been part of the Y9 enrichment programme. Over
the course, boys have had the opportunity to improve not only in essential
cookery skills including chopping and seasoning, they have also become
more confident at important life skills including team-work, time keeping, and
washing up! In a one hour lesson, each team has to organise themselves to
obtain and weigh out the ingredients they will need, cook, and clear up. It’s
tight but in general teams are very successful and there is a definite sense of
collective achievement at the end of the class.

Y9s IN ACTION

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

The 9 week programme consists of a series of recipes ranging from Spanish
frittata, to falafels, to apple crumble, to Chinese stir-fry. Boys are able to
take away what they have prepared and enjoy it as part of their lunch. Ms
Mauthoor explained that she had learnt most of the recipes from her mother
or her grandmother, and had enjoyed passing them on to boys at Wilson’s.
The last lesson in the programme is a competition – each team brings in their
own ingredients and prepares a meal of their choice. This is definitely the
highlight of the course, where boys have the opportunity to demonstrate the
progress they have made over the 9 weeks, and produce dishes which reflect
their creativity, diversity, and skill.

Aadam Arain, 7G
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Aadam has set up a really exciting new
club (Wilson’s Entomology Club) - and
has shown huge enthusiasm for this area
of interest.

Syed Shah, 8C and Aditya Chougule, 8B
For being great representatives of the
MFL Department and making it through
to the National Finals of the Translation
Bee.

WE ARE OFF TO SEE THE
WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ
Mrs Straw’s view from back stage........
The Lower School musical production of The Wizard of Oz is fast
approaching and as a consequence you may have spotted peculiar costumes
and props being carried into school. Over the past few months all of the
principals’ costumes have been carefully designed and created - mostly
out of donations and charity shop finds. It has been a huge undertaking
and a labour of love which has meant a lot of extremely late nights, but the
satisfaction of turning something as mundane as a flower pot into a dazzling
crown has meant it has all been worth it. With Miles Robinson on the team
we hope to make this show the best ever. From Winkie Guards to talking
apple trees, the Cowardly Lion to the Tin Man, every costume has had its
own challenges and problems to solve. Design solutions come from the
oddest of places and the team have enjoyed finding new ways of repurposing
and fixing materials to each other. Materials have  included pipe insulation,
elastic, split pins, giant baked bean tins, flower pots, lamp shades, garden
wire, bottle tops, rope, table mats and fleece blankets. Wonder if you can
guess what we used and where?! Why not come along for what promises to
be an amazing production and
see if you can spot the familiar
turn into the fantastical, it’s the
perfect way to celebrate the end
of the summer term. We have
a dedicated bunch of budding
actors, some fantastic vocalists,
a band made up of some of our
finest musicians and a back stage
crew worthy of the West End.
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Tickets are available via
ParentPay £7 students and £9
adults Mr Kavanagh’s stunning
production runs for three nights
from Tuesday 11 July. Don’t delay,
book now. Tickets are selling fast.

WOODCOTE NURSERY VOUCHERS
We are again collecting vouchers from
Woodcote Green Garden Centre for the
School. A 25p voucher is issued for every
£10 spent so please do ask for these at the
checkout as you buy any garden plants/tools/
gifts etc. This will enable us to get free plants
and equipment for the School. The collecting
box for your vouchers in School is on the
reception desk. Vouchers will be issued on all
purchases until 31 July.

HOUSE COMPETITION
- PARKRUN

ATHLETICS NEWS
The Wilson’s junior and intermediate Athletics teams competed in the south east regional round of the nationals last week.
The rules of the competition allow each athlete to participate in
one track and one field event, or a track/field and a relay event.
Points are allocated depending on their time/distance.
The intermediates (Y9/10) travelled to King’s Meadow with a
strong squad, looking to improve on their score from the last
round. Ollie Preest started off well on the track, running an
11.5s 100m, followed by Alfie McMullen who ran a 24.9s 200m.
Callum Hockley PB’d in the 800m with a very quick 2m.05 and
Tom Woolley was unlucky to come 2nd in an extremely quick
1500m race, again he PB’d with 4m.26. In the field, Jamie
Park jumped an impressive 5.39m in the long jump, Ademola
Lewis threw 27.28m in the discus followed by James Benjamin
throwing 30.81m in the Javelin. The intermediates finished on
a massive 431 points, only losing out to Brighton College by 1
point!
It was the juniors’ turn on Thursday, when they travelled to the
Julie Rose stadium in Ashford for their A final as they won the
first round of County. In the field, Matthew Mannix started off
with a massive 10.07m triple jump, closely followed by Alex
Berard who jumped 5.01m in the long jump. Israel Bakare
jumped a huge 1.53m in the high jump and Jordan Adejumo
threw a 10.15m shot. On the track, Jin Woo Choi ran an
impressive 13s hurdles and Brandan Morrell ran 5m 08 in the
1500m. The boys finished on 403 points against some extremely strong athletes/schools around the country.
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Alex Berard competing in the long jump

Jordan Adejumo in the 100m race

Brandan Morrell recovering after the 1500m race

CRICKET TEAM AND
PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Player of the Week

Co-curricular Timetable

U15A
Manager’s player of the year Players’ player of the year
Top scorer 			
-

Nathan Ferguson
Josh Fan
Seyon Srishangar

U15B
Manager’s player of the year Players’ player of the year
-

Tom Bradshaw
Leon Kapszewicz

U14A
Manager’s player of the year Players’ player of the year
Top scorer 			
-

Guy Thompson
Guy Thompson
Yusuf Hussain

U14B
Manager’s player of the year -

Nye Flowers

The Player of the Week goes to Arjun Kakkattel who had
tremendous bowling figures  in the U14B match against Hayes
of 3 overs 1 maiden 2 wickets for 4 runs, plus taking 2 catches
which was very important in winning the game.

U13A
Manager’s player of the year Players’ player of the year
-

Jacob De Sa
Thomas Hubner

Thursday 15 June
Wilson’s vs. Hayes
U14B		
won by 37 runs

U12A
Manager’s player of the year Players’ player of the year
Top goal scorer 		
-

Dubem Eze
Thomas Vuolo
Guy Rogers

U12B
Manager’s player of the year -

Friday 16 June
Wilson’s vs. Trinity
U12A		
lost by 14 runs
		(Surrey Cup)
U12B		
won by 2 runs

Folaju George

The past 7 days saw good wins for the U13B team against
St Joseph’s U13A team by 23 runs and the 14Bs beat Dunottar
U14A team. There was a clean sweep against Glyn with the
U15, U14, U13 and U12s all having good victories although the
U12s match was close only winning by 8 runs. The Team of the
Week though goes to the U12B team who had a tremendous
match against Trinity, with the game going down to the last ball
which saw a run out giving the team a win by 2 runs. A very
excited reaction to winning soon followed!
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Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Some good performances have been
recorded over the past week in 8 wins
out of 11 games. Callum Furmidge made
a half century for the U15s whilst Pranav
Madan was in the runs for the U15 and
U14 teams. For the U14s, Harry
Bowman continued his good form with
the bat and Daniel Read had fine bowling
figures conceding just 4 runs from 4
overs. Jackson Ellis and Adam Forshaw
Player of the Week:
both hit 31 for the U13s against Glyn
Arjun Kakkattel
with Moksh Sachdeva bowling well to
take 2-10. Arnav Patnaik was in good
form with both bat and ball for the U12s. Also bowling well for
the U12s were Eeshaan Iyer 2-17 and Daniel Pickles 3-14, with
Stuart Gray behind the stumps taking 2 stumpings and a catch.

Team of the Week

Wilson’s Update

FOOTBALL AWARDS
2016-17

Overall Top Goal scorer in the school for 2016-17
Guy Rogers 62 goals

FOOTBALL AWARDS
2016-17

1st XI
Manager’s player of the year Players’ player of the year Top Goal Scorer		
-

Emmanuel Amissah-Eshun
Josh Norman
Xavier Teague

2nd XI
Player of the Year		

-

Josh Eves

3rd XI
Player of the Year		

-

Sam Barker

4th XI
Player of the Year		

-

Toye Oladinni

5th XI
Player of the Year		

-

Harry Regan

Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 12 June
Wilson’s vs. KCS Wimbledon
U15A		
lost by 9 wickets
		(Surrey Cup)
Tuesday 13 June
Wilson’s vs. Old Wilsonians CC
U13A		
lost by 4 runs
Wilson’s vs. St Joseph’s
U13B		
won by 23 runs

Saturday 17 June
Wilson’s vs. Glyn
U15A		
won by 7 wickets
U14A		
won by 30 runs
U13A		
won by 17 runs
U12A		
won by 8 runs
Saturday 17 June
Wilson’s vs. Dunottar
U14B		
won by 5 wickets

Pictured above: Guy Rogers, Overall Top Goal Scorer in the
school for 2016-17

WILSON’S PRESENCE AT WIMBLEDON FOR
2017 CHAMPIONSHIPS
With a week to go until the Championships start at Wimbledon, it
is not only the players that are getting prepared for the most
exciting, fulfilling and rousing two weeks of their lives; the 250
Ball Boys and Girls are taking part in their final training sessions.
The longest-standing head coach of the Wimbledon Ball Kids,
who recently passed away, said that Wimbledon Ball Boys and
Girls 'have the speed of an athlete, neatness of a gymnast and
the intelligence of a games player.’ This inspiring quote rings
true, no more so than with the 21 Wilson’s boys that have been
selected for next week’s Championships.
For Wilson's to have 21 Ball Boys is an astonishing achievement
considering Wilson's is only one of 31 schools that the Ball Boys
and Girls are chosen from. Just three years ago Wilson's only
had nine; thirteen of this year's elite have completed at least one
Championship, with two boys in Year 12 going into their fourth
year as a Ball Boy. The eight boys that have never participated in
a Championship before have undergone a severe and strict
selection process, which started back at school in October last
year.
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Trials were first run in school by experienced Ball Boys with 57
students being narrowed down to the final nine (one reserve) in a
space of seven weeks. These training sessions were run to the
level that would be expected at Wimbledon, meaning that
appearance, behaviour and attitude, along with physical skills,
affected the outcome. After making it through the Wilson's
selections, those successful students went on to the trial at

Wimbledon; the fact that all eight boys were successful in the first
trial reflects the focused determination and hard work that they
have shown throughout the process. Speaking from experience,
none of the boys will be able to understand the enormity of their
achievement until they step foot onto court—potentially with one
of their heroes—in front of thousands of people and millions
watching at home. The very best of these Ball Boys and Girls will
be sent to Centre Court and No. 1 Court, where there are 15,000
and 11,360 seats respectively. However, no matter what court
the boys are on, they are playing an integral part of Wimbledon
and have become part of the Championship's history, an
achievement no one can take away from them and an
opportunity very few receive.
What to expect at Wimbledon for these new boys? Wimbledon
has provided me with the best weeks of the year for the past
three years. I have made friends that I will keep for life, but most
importantly I have never felt such a sense of joy and pride as I do
every time I step on court. The Ball Boys and Girls may be
hidden away in the underground complex when they are not on
court and they may not be in the public eye, but without the Ball
Boys Wimbledon would not be able to reach the status of the
greatest and most prestigious tournament in the world.
Article by Elliot Roberts (Lower Sixth)
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

3-7 July - Y11 Work Experience 2nd
Week

•

3 July - New Year 7 Parents’ Induction
Evening

•

5 July - New Year 7 Induction Day and
Used Uniform Sale (2.45 p.m.)

•

7 July - MUFTI Day

•

11 - 13 July - Wizard of Oz production
(7.00 p.m.)

•

14 July - Sports Day

•

17 - 21 July - Visits and Activities Week

•

18 July - Term ends for Y8 and Y10

•

19 & 20 July - Bronze DofE Assessment

•

20 July - Term ends for Y7, Y9 and Y12

Deputy Head’s
Reminder

Among Oogway’s many words of wisdom
in King Fu Panda are these: “Yesterday is
history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is
a gift. That is why it is called the present”.
This can be an anxious time for students who
have just completed exams and are waiting
for results, but our advice is just to enjoy
every moment of the well-deserved break
that follows all
that hard work:
relax and
reinvigorate for
the next stage
of
the journey!

Pictured above: Ball Boy training for 2017 Wimbledon
Championships

Pictured above: Wilson’s (Josh Eves) at Wimbledon 2016

ROYAL HOLLOWAY VISIT
On Wednesday 21 June, our group of “dual linguists” visited Royal Holloway
for insight into foreign languages beyond verb conjugations and adjective
agreements. Upon entrance, we were amazed by the building’s resemblance
to Hogwarts and, much like Hogwarts, it was magical. Claudia, our student
ambassador, showed us around the campus which to me seemed like
a small, cosy town where everyone knew each other. The campus itself
encompassed many grand libraries, vast green spaces and comfortablelooking student accommodation. However, our main activity, the culture
workshop, was the real magical experience. We delved into the world of film
studies and culture when we analysed the movie “El Laberinto del Fauno”
which pleased us as it assured us that university (and A Level) would be
much more than revising verbs and vocabulary. We also had a language
workshop in which we learnt basic Italian or German, which pleased us
language geeks very much. We were taught basic greetings in the language
and now, should I be stranded in Italy, I would have the skills to say that I like
spaghetti!

ETON OPEN - FINALISTS

Students of the Week

Wilson’s took five teams along to the Eton Open this year. Hosted in the
Mesopotamian splendour of the Jafar Debating Hall, this end of season
event is designed for novice and junior debaters to gain valuable competition
experience. Wilson’s was in fine form throughout the day, debating motions
on the legality of prostitution, the enforceability of election pledges and
quotas for BAME (black and ethnic minority) teachers in schools with
aplomb. I had the great pleasure to watch Sufiyan Alim in the second round
deliver a courteous, yet ruthless destruction of the proposition that was truly
impressive for a first competition. Heading into the last round, four of the five
teams present were in the hunt for a finals place; however in was the Year 9
pair of Ansh Sharma and Finley Pointing who actually made it into the final
stage. In a close debate on allowing individals to delete their online history,
Finley and Ansh’s sterling opposition to this motion did not quite impress
the judges enough to award them the final victory. However, much valuable
experience has been garnered and the event end the debating season for
the school on a note of promises for the future.

In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Article by: Ethan Shobanakumaran, Year 10

Stefan Tanaskovic, 7G
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For showing huge improvement in his
diligence and general approach to school
work.

Wilson’s Debaters – Alex Dang, Ansh Sharma, Harsh Sinha,
Aditya Vishwanathan, Utkarsh Sinha, Finley Pointing, Kiran Lee,
Rubaiyat Khondaker, Sufiyan Alim.   Deepesh Patel, sadly, not in
shot.

LSE WORLD SCHOOLS’ CUP

Pictured above: Dual linguists outside the Royal Holloway
Building

Wilson’s School finished an impressive fifth in this event hosted at LSE.
The event used the same debating format seen at the World Schools’
championship; it was also a chance for selectors to do some talent spotting
for the next Team England debaters. Motions concerned 100% inheritance
tax, the state funding of political parties and paying wages to stay-at-home
parents. Adapting readily to the longer speeches, more developed analysis
and additionally probing rebuttal required in this format. Wilson’s began in
fine style with confident victories over Eton College and Alleyn’s School. An
uncharacteristic stumble in the final round, against Dulwich College, cost the
team a place in the final; however it is clear that the top debaters at Wilson’s
are capable of holding their own against all-comers. The school were
represented by Anthony Piwowarski, Toye and Oladinni, Matthew Kayanja
and Ahmed Imam from Year 12, and George Worrall from Year 11. George
(competing on his birthday!) was rated as the most eloquent and persuasive
of the Wilson’s speakers. Given that George will be completing his work
experience in the constituency office of Tom Brake (MP for Carshalton and
Wallington), who knows what use he will put his oratory to in the future?. All
the Wilson’s students present have been invited to apply for the trials and
selection process in the autumn.

Israel Bakare, 8G
For being part of the winning Borough
Sports Team and for getting both a
borough and a school record in the high
jump. Well done Israel.

WILSON’S PARK RUN - HOUSE COMPETITION
On Saturday 24 June, we had Wilson’s School parkrun. It was
at Roundshaw Downs parkrun and over 50 parents, students,
old boys and teachers ran the parkrun.  A parkrun is a fivekilometre run, they are held around the country and thousands
of people do them each week. I myself have taken part in
nearly 70 parkruns at 8 different venues and nearly 40 junior
parkruns at Lloyd and Nonsuch Parks. However none of my
parkruns compare to the atmosphere of this one. Roundshaw
was packed as 236 athletes completed the run (the 4th
highest turnout in over 420 runs) and normally only 150 do it!
This meant that the atmosphere and the run was extremely
competitive, to the point that I only managed to come 24th (my
worst position since Christmas). For everyone who enjoyed
their first run, congratulations and I hope that if you belong
to Camberwell you do the next one too. Overall it was an
extremely enjoyable run. I hope there are some more of them
during the next school year.

On Saturday 24 June, over 50 students, teachers, old boys and
parents took part in the annual summer parkrun. A great event,
before the race, all the Wilson’s runners took part in a group
photo (see below) and then gathered at the start line. After
a short talk, on the count of three, the race began. Wilson’s
runners did extremely well and we had runners finishing in
both 1st and 3rd position. At the end of the race our times and
houses were recorded, with a large number of participants from
each house.

THE WIZARD OF
OZ
WILSON’S SCHOOL JUNIOR MUSICAL

Article by Aaron Gillett (8B)

Article by Ian Cotton (7C)
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The Drama Department are kindly asking for any donations from students,
parents, staff and friends of Wilson’s of the following items:

- Any Green, Blue or White clothing.
- Any Unwanted Make Up.
- Any Costume Jewellery.
Items should be handed in at the front office in a bag marked “DRAMA DONATIONS”.
MANY THANKS!

Tickets For The Junior Production, THE WIZARD OF OZ, Are Now On Sale!

Pictured above: Team shot of Wilson’s School runners.

PER ARDUA AD ASTRA
by Daniel Moore

On Sunday 25 June, the ASTC team attended the Royal
Air Squadron Day; the pinnacle of achievement for the
cadets in a nationwide competition. Only the top three
teams in the entire country are invited. For the third time
in 4 years we have been there, this year as champions.
Our first.
We started the day with a parade, during which the Royal
Air Squadron trophy was presented to me as team captain. I was also presented with the Geoffrey de Havilland
medal for outstanding achievement, a totally unexpected
honour.
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After the parade, attended by Air Commodore McCafferty
and other distinguished guests, came the main event –
flying. We all took to the skies and were flown in (and

allowed to fly!) a variety of light aircraft, ranging from
aerobatic sportsters (lots of stomach churning loops and
barrel rolls..) to executive transport.
Once back on the ground, we toured the numerous hangars, which contained a huge variety of aircraft, including
the first to ever take to the skies.
As with all things, it had to come to an end. For the Year
13s, it was the final experience with the ASTC – a poignant moment. It was also our last outing as a team; one
that has gone from strength to strength and, through hard
work and dedication, come away with the ultimate prize –
the ASTC trophy. It was a fantastic day to end a fantastic
year of CCF, an experience I will always cherish.

CRICKET NEWS

CRICKET TEAM AND PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Player of the Week

There were a lot of solid performances over the past seven days across all of the age
groups. Varun Jain impressed
in his 1st X1 debut making
24 not out in the 8 wicket win
over Royal Russell. This week
it was Callum Furmidge’s
bowling not his batting that
came to the fore, as he took
a marvellous 4 wickets for 5
runs from his 4 overs in the
Player of the Week:
Wallington game. Narayan Rao,
Arjun Nair
Pranav Madan and Harry Bowman
were in the runs for the U14s, whilst
Felix Billar had a good all round match for the U13Bs
taking 3-12 and scoring 38 not out. Augustya Iyer
and Arnav Patnaik hit runs again for the U12As. The
stand out performance of the week though was in the
U12C game against Kingston Grammar, where Arjun
Nair baffled the opposition batters with accurate flight
and guile to finish with figures of 3.4 overs 1 maiden 6
wickets for 7 runs. Many congratulations Arjun.
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Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 19 June
Wilson’s vs. Sevenoaks
U15B		
won by 2 runs
Tuesday 20 June
Wilson’s vs. Trinity
U13A		
lost by 58 runs
U13B		
won by 6 wickets
Wednesday 21 June
Wilson’s vs. Royal Russell
1st XI		
won by 8 wickets

Pictured above: U13 winning team

Thursday 22 June
Wilson’s vs. Langley Park
U15A		
lost by 9 wickets
U15B		
lost by 54 runs
Wilson’s vs. Kingston Grammar
U14A		
won by 7 wickets
U14B		
won by 6 wickets
Friday 23 June
Wilson’s vs. Kingston Grammar
U12A		
won by 23 runs
U12B		
won by 64 runs
U12C		
won by 8 wickets

Team of the Week

Wilson’s Update

Co-curricular and
Sports Links

Saturday 24 June
Wilson’s vs. Wallington Boys’
U15A		
won by 21 runs
U14A		
won by 8 wickets
U13A		
won by 5 wickets
U12A		
lost by 6 wickets

The 1st X1 restarted their season with a good win
over Royal Russell. The U15Bs had a thrilling 2 run
win over Sevenoaks and the U13Bs had a pleasing
victory over Trinity. The U12A, U12B & U12C teams
all played well to gain a clean sweep over Kingston
Grammar.
However, the Teams of the Week are the U15s,
U14s and U13s who following Saturday’s results,
have now won their Sutton Leagues. With the 1st
X1 already having won their title and the U12s
finishing runners up, this means Wilson’s has also
won the overall Sutton League Trophy covering
results for all age group leagues. This is the best
Sutton League results Wilson’s have ever achieved.
Well done to all those involved.
Pictured above: U14 winning team

WILSON’S WIND BANDS ENTERTAIN THE CROWDS AT
THE HORNIMAN MUSEUM
The Junior, Middle, and Senior Wind Bands delighted an audience at the Horniman Bandstand on Friday 30 June.

The audience was thrilled, and an encore was requested; the
sound of Michael Jackson’s Thriller, as part of the longer Eighties
Flashback medley, drew members of the public to the bandstand.
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The varied programme contained items performed by our youngest students, on the instruments that they began to learn at the The weather was perfect, and the final reward of fish and chips,
start of the year as part of the unique Instrumental Programme. kindly organised by Mrs Straw, was truly deserved. Mr Elsom
would like to thank all those parents who came and supported the
The two slightly more established ensembles, the Middle School event, and to those students in Year 11 and Year 13 who kindly
Wind Band and Senior Wind Band, directed by Dr Clayden and came back in order to support the younger students at the event.
Mr Lissimore, performed a number of items, both separately and
as one large ensemble.
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Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
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Looking Ahead
•

11 - 13 July - Wizard of Oz production
(7.00 p.m.)

•

14 July - Sports Day

•

17 - 21 July - Visits and Activities Week

•

18 July - Term ends for Y8 and Y10

•

19 & 20 July - Bronze DofE Assessment

•

20 July - Term ends for Y7, Y9 and Y12

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
The recent publicity about Snap Maps, a
new location-sharing feature in Snapchat,
provides the perfect opportunity to review
your son’s social media privacy settings with
him. For further information, please consult
the Community/Parents/Advice section of the
school website.

LOWER SIXTH CAMBRIDGE CHEMISTRY CHALLENGE

Students of the Week
In the Lower School we look to reward
students who have gone above and
beyond in lessons and in extra-curricular
activities. Our congratulations go to
those named below.

Congratulations to the 33 Lower Sixth students who competed in this year’s
Cambridge Chemistry Challenge. Our students were up against thousands
of competitors from some of the other best schools in the country. This
Olympiad-style challenge consists of a challenging 90 minute paper that
contains questions that require the students to extend and apply their
chemical knowledge beyond the confines of the AS syllabus. This year’s
questions concerned pink tap water and drugs made from bromoalkanes.
Completing the paper is an achievement in itself. This year, Wilson’s gained
its best set of results to date, with students achieving 5 gold, 5 silver and
16 copper awards. Special mention goes to Ryan Eaw whose astounding
performance has netted him the highest Roentgenium Award, which was
reserved for the best 0.78% of all entries (55/7056). Ryan is the first Wilson’s
student to ever win this prestigious award. As a reward for his success, Ryan
will now enjoy the opportunity of attending a residential camp at the University
of Cambridge.
All of the boys did very well indeed and should be very proud of their
achievements – Well done!

ROENTGENIUM AWARD

GOLD AWARDS:
Kisten Reddy, 7S
For having a cheerier, more positive
approach to school.

Rohit Prabhu
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Luke Patel
Ryan Eaw

GOLD AWARDS:
Nicholas James, 8C

Chia Da Yap

SILVER AWARDS:
Daniel Apio, Keshava Iyengar, Aron Kulanathan, Arka Saha, Nathan Wang

Kevin Gu

Michael Kuc

COPPER AWARDS:
Mohammed Ahmed, Daniyal Ansari, Hussain Atcha, Vasily Berdnikov,
Jon-Man Chung, Vincent Fideli, Inaayat-ul Islam, Hal Kong, Dhrumil Patel,
Sajurran Raguseelan, Kenta Renard, Cynthujan Santhiran, Berge Schembri,
James Selbie, Rishi Siddani, Osmaan Wani

For being kind and considerate to a
fellow Form Member by organising a ‘Get
Well’ card and duly delivering it.

SPORTS DAY REMINDERS

LOST PROPERTY

THE WIZARD OF
OZ
WILSON’S SCHOOL JUNIOR MUSICAL

Kit list:
•
House Kit (white shirt; white socks; white shorts: no
other tops or tracksuits)*
•
Water
•
Hat / sun visor
•
Sunscreen
•
£1 if boys want an ice cream - no cashless catering
* If cold, wear the school blazer not a coat. Blazers can be left
in lockers or taken outside.
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Timings:
08:35-10:30 Periods 1 & 2 and Field Events including hurdles
(participants only)
(Students in Year 9 and 10 taking part in shot, discus and
javelin do not need to leave period 1 until 9.15am.)
Meet outside the changing rooms.
10:30-10:55: Extended break for All (Main Dining Hall &
Bowden Room)
11:00-13:30: Track and presentations
13:30: Boys dismissed to go home. No lunch service for boys.

Please note that any lost property that has not been claimed
during the term will be disposed of over the summer holidays.
If your son has lost any property, please do ask him to come
and check lost property for anything he may have lost before
the end of term.
A lost property table is in the foyer every Thursday and PE lost
property every Friday for students to check.

VOUCHERS
If you have been kind enough to collect and donate either
Woodcote Green garden centre vouchers or Sainsbury’s
Active Kids vouchers to the school please can we remind you
that they need to be handed in to us before the end of term so
that we can redeem them. Thank you once again.

The Drama Department are kindly asking for any donations from students,
parents, staff and friends of Wilson’s of the following items:

- Any Green, Blue or White clothing.
- Any Unwanted Make Up.
- Any Costume Jewellery.
Items should be handed in at the front office in a bag marked “DRAMA DONATIONS”.
MANY THANKS!

Tickets For The Junior Production, THE WIZARD OF OZ, Are Now On Sale!

CRICKET NEWS

CRICKET TEAM AND PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Player of the Week
It has been a very busy seven days with
a lot of good cricket being played and
therefore many decent performances.
Arnav Patnaik was in the runs again
for the U12As with a superb 56 against
Tiffin. Will Evans struck a stylish 35 for
the 12Bs whilst Ammaar Hasan also
showed good form with bat and ball.
Mann Patira (37) and Asvin Gunesan
(3-13) did well for the U13B, whilst
Narayan Rao (33) and Finlay Michael
(37) hit runs for the U14A. Daniel Read
took for 5-30 in that match for the U14s
and also bowled well in three games
for the 1st X1. Abdullah Ghalib (47) and
Player of the Week:
Raed Hasan (3-6) shone for the U15s
George Kellingley
in their win. For the 1st X1 in the various
games, Alex Lane (more runs), Dan Moore
and Riley Jarrold put in notable performances. However, the Player of
the Week goes to a 1st X1 bowler who is leading the attack and performing very consistently (2-7, 2-14 & 3-21), so many congratulations to
George Kellingley.

Team of the Week
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Well done to the U13 6-a-side team who went to the Reigate Grammar 6’s Festival and came away winners of the Bowl Competition. We
achieved 6 wins out of the 8 matches against Tiffin which was very
pleasing, especially the close wins for the 12Cs and 14As who both won
by 4 runs. The Team of the Week though, bounced back from a couple
of defeats in the Kingston Grammar T20 Festival earlier in the week to
put in two excellent displays to beat Langley Park on Open Evening then
Tiffin on the Saturday so many congratulations to the 1st X1.

McCarthy Cars Sponsorship

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Monday 26 June
Reigate 6s
U12s beat St Dunstan’s & Langley, drew
with St. Olave’s and lost to eventual winners
Reading Blue Coat.
Wilson’s is very pleased to have obtained sponsorship of the 1st XI
coloured kit (as seen in the ‘Team of the Week’ picture left) from
McCarthy Cars in Croydon.
McCarthy Cars is an award winning, approved used car dealer located in Croydon, with over 200 used cars in stock. Established over 40
years ago, McCarthy Cars is a family-run business and one that prides
itself on looking after its customers. McCarthy Cars are proud to be a
partner of Wilson’s School Cricket.

Kit Donation
The Change Foundation engages with marginalised and at-risk young
people, facing some of the world’s toughest challenges through the power of sport and dance. They empower them, educate them, train them
and then provide them with opportunities to lead their own programmes,
develop their own ideas and ﬁnd new pathways to employment.
The Change Foundation has a passionate and dedicated team who work
to make a real and lasting difference in young people’s lives.

Tuesday 27 June
Wilson’s vs. Hayes
U13A		
won by 25 runs
U13C		
lost by 8 runs
Wilson’s vs. Langley Park
U13B		
won by 8 wickets
Wilson’s vs Tiffin (T20 Festival)
1st XI		
lost by 28 runs
Wednesday 28 June
Reigate 6s
U13s lost to Dulwich College & St.
Dunstan’s then beat Reigate Grammar, KCS
Wimbledon and Wimbledon College to win
the Bowl competition.
Wilson’s vs Whitgift (T20 Festival)
1st XI		
lost by 7 wickets
Thursday 29 June
Wilson’s vs. Langley Park
1st XI		
won by 7 wickets
U13		
lost by 5 wickets
Friday 30 June
Wilson’s vs. Langley Park
U12A		
lost by 6 wickets
U12B		
won by 29 runs
Saturday1 July
Wilson’s vs. Tiffin
1st XI		
won by 10 wickets
U15A		
won by 13 runs
U14A		
won by 4 runs
U13A		
won by 8 wickets
U13B		
won by 16 runs
U12A		
lost by 7 wickets
U12B		
lost by 4 wickets
U12C		
won by 4 runs

Pictured above: 1st XI team.

Pictured above: Pictured is Mr Bullen handing over second hand
equipment for their refugees council sessions.

PFA SMASHES ALL RECORDS!
The Weekly Update is typically an opportunity to celebrate the
many and considerable achievements of the boys, but this week
I wish to pay tribute to the Parents and Friends’ Association here
at Wilson’s.
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I think most would agree that it takes a lot to earn my praise, but
by any standard, this year’s committee and wider team of volunteers has done an absolutely sterling job. The calendar has seen
events that everyone always enjoys – from regular cake sales
to the Jazz Evening, alongside the opportunity to support the
school and potentially win a little in return via the 100 Club. Many
parents and visitors have continued to enjoy a refreshing beverage and a flutter on the raffle during our major concerts and
drama events. However, these familiar favourites have also been
set alongside new additions such as the Swimathon and sponsored walks which have been much appreciated by all involved
and in their own way supported other charities. In recent
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weeks the PFA’s Chair, Nina Guha, masterminded with a highly
committed and specialist team the spectacularly challenging feat
of running a weekend of Familiarisation Tests. The total raised is
yet to be confirmed, but it is certainly the highest in the school’s
history. It has been remarkable to watch.

Links

I am absolutely delighted that the PFA has managed to raise tens
of thousands of pounds in one year for the benefit of the school,
which in these challenging times will enable us to do things which
would otherwise be impossible. This has only come as a result of
their unstinting efforts—typically set alongside hugely demanding
full time jobs. I am humbled by their efforts and delighted that
they care so much about the school and the education of Wilson’s
boys. As well as thanking the Chair, my particular thanks to those
parents who have supported the PFA for years and whose sons
are now going off to university. I wish them well and thank them
for their kindness.

Calendar

N J Cole, Head

Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form

Looking Ahead
•

17 - 21 July - Visits and Activities Week

•

18 July - Term ends for Y8 and Y10

•

19 & 20 July - Bronze DofE Assessment

•

20 July - Term ends for Y7, Y9 and Y12

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Counselling Service
There is a free counselling service for young
people in Sutton (“Off the Record”). For
further information, please contact info@
jumpstartsutton.org or speak to a Pupil
Support Manager (Mme Renaut, Miss Banner
or Miss Atwell).

PRIDE MARCH 2017

Since 1969, the month of June has been dedicated to the
promotion and recognition of LGBTQ+ rights, and around
this time every year there are a series of marches worldwide
to commemorate the advances made in the journey towards
global equality as well as to remember how far we have come
over the last half decade.
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This year was especially important as 2017 is fifty years since
the (albeit partial) decriminalisation of homosexuality in the
UK, and as part of the celebration the Wilson’s School Pride
Society attended the London Pride March, which started at
Portland Place and ended at Trafalgar Square.
As soon as we arrived at the starting point of the march there
was an immediate overwhelming sense of positivity and
happiness. People of any sexuality, gender, race, religion and
background are accepted by the LGBTQ+ community and that
was evident from the inclusive attitude of the march. Whether
you were attending as a member of the community or simply
an ally, everyone was completely accepting and incredibly
happy to have you there.
Aside from Dr Moore’s constant recital of the “ROY G BIV is
a colourful man” song, the main activities of the day included
marching down packed streets and seas of rainbow-coloured
flags, watching the captivating and seemingly endless parades
(a personal favourite was the numerous dancing drag queens)
and eating colourful Marks and Spencer gummy snakes, given
to us for free, in the true spirit of the event.
For me, the main thing that I took from the Pride March was
that anyone – gay or straight – is accepted and needed by
the LGBTQ+ community. In a time of doom and gloom it was
incredibly reassuring and uplifting to find a community in which
the mood was solely one of happiness. Whether you are gay,
straight; male, female; or anywhere in between, Pride is a time
where everyone can come together and celebrate living in a
time where it is okay to be who we truly are.
Article by James Arkwright, 10S

In 1988, the government amended the local education law, which
became known as Section 28. It prohibited the promotion of
homosexuality within state schools The act, and its bemusing
language, brushed LGBT issues under the carpet in schools, where
students and teachers were forced to pretend to be something
they weren’t, had no support, and where homophobic bullying and
language could flourish unquestioned. Fast forward almost thirty
years and thankfully times have changed. Schools and teachers have
an invaluable part to play in ensuring the exact opposite is the case,
and that everyone is accepted and supported regardless of sexuality
and gender.
The Wilson’s school Pride Society was set up two years ago by
staff and students who had an equal desire for LGBT issues to be
discussed and visible around the school and by meeting once a
week, to provide an open and safe space for students. This year we
decided that marching at Pride would be a fantastic opportunity for
the students to interact with and be surrounded by others holding the
same values. We also hoped it sent out a powerful message, that
Wilson’s is a place of acceptance (not tolerance) for all and has a
forward-thinking and pro-active approach to addressing LGBT issues.
The seven students who were able to march with us needed no
convincing, helping to design their own t-shirts.
Our select group of ten was cheered along and supported by those
on the side-lines, by family, friends, colleagues and strangers alike.
We even bumped into Old Wilsonians on the way, amazed at our
presence at the march. One, who was waiting in an adjacent group
at the very start, was incredibly surprised to see us there but palpably
delighted to see how times have changed since his time at the school
in the 1970s. Matthew Todd, ex-Wilsonian and journalist, even retweeted our post, praising the efforts of the group and its reflection on
the school.
The three of us were completely overwhelmed by the enthusiasm,
maturity and conduct of the students we accompanied and were
immensely proud of them and the passionate message they were
broadcasting. We are determined to make our participation the first
of many and hope to go back next year, bigger and bolder but with
the same message - acceptance for everyone in the school, our
communities and all over the world. At Wilson’s Section 28 has well
and truly been consigned to the history books, where it belongs.
Ms Banner, Dr Moore and Mr Sturt

WILSON’S CHESS TEAM ARE PLACED SIXTH IN
THE NATIONAL FINALS
The Wilson’s first  chess team qualified to play in this year’s national finals by
beating Eton College in March. A squad of 7 players travelled to Uppingham
School to join 15 other teams from around the country. The best player in the
school, Tharshan Kuhendiran (11G), was Wilson’s board 1 and chess prefect
Ryan Eaw (Lower Sixth) board 2. Aurideep Nayak (9H) was board 3, Aranan
Sivakumar (11B) played board 4, whilst last year’s chess prefect Alex Nielsen
(Upper sixth) was playing his last games for the school on board 5. With a
couple of lower sixth pupils absent due to other commitments, the squad was
completed by two second team players, Samino Fernando (10G) and Kiran
Lee (9S). The team was accompanied by Dr Cooper and Ms Tattersall.
The first match was a tough fixture against recent National Champions
Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School. Their board 1 is an international chess
master, who duly won. But both Ryan and Aurideep beat strong players;
giving Wilson’s the chance of victory, though all other matches looked lost.
Gradually, whilst other games were lost Alex improved his position and
was the exchange up in the ending. However, with little time left for each
move he made a mistake and lost that match 2 – 4. Following that let off,
Haberdashers’ Aske’s went on to finish 3rd!
Round 2 was against Eltham College, who had also lost their first match.
Wilson’s started well with Kiran winning quickly, and Alex gaining a solid draw.
However, with each game taking up to two and a half hours it was quite a
wait until Ryan, then Aranan and finally Tharshan all won to seal a 4.5 – 1.5
victory.
A quiet evening followed for many, though Aranan, Samino and Alex joined 57
others in the frenetic Blitz chess tournament that Dr Cooper ran. Following
a good breakfast in the boarding house the team were ready for round 3,
against QE Barnet. Wilson’s knew this was going to be a tough fixture, and
so it proved to be. Fortunately, Aranan drew and so saved the team from a
whitewash.
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In the final round Wilson’s were drawn against Sir Thomas Riches, a
grammar school in Gloucester. Another close match was expected, but Ryan
bamboozled his opponent with a piece sacrifice and convincingly won. Wins
by Kiran and Samino meant that when Aranan won Wilson’s had won the
match and were placed 6th (equal) in the country. A win by Aranan meant it
was another 4.5 – 1.5 victory.
At the prizegiving the whole team received medals (even Ms Tattersall!) as
well as a chess clock for wining our region.

CRICKET NEWS

CRICKET TEAM AND PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

Player of the Week

It was a quiet week and only a few
games were played, but the players are
still keeping up some excellent
performances. Riley Jarrold bowled
immaculately to finish with 4 overs, 1
maiden and 3 wickets for 4 fours in the
1st X1 win over the Old Wilsonians.
The same match also saw Dan Moore
hit a crucial 48 not out. In the U12 game
Arnav Patnaik (20), Will Evans (26 not
out on his A team debut) and Udith
Molanguri (30) were in the runs before
Udith bowled well to take 3-5. Year 8
Jackson Ellis made his 1st X1 debut
in the win over Wallington Grammar at
their Open Evening, bowling well to take
Player of the Week:
1-26 and it’s from this match that we have our
Eugene Carr
Player of the Week. He’s waited all this time to
score his first ever half century for the school,
but in his last game for Wilson’s, Eugene Carr hit a match winning 54 not
out. Happy memories for him and the Player of the Week accolade to go
with it too.

Team of the Week
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Quite an easy decision this week. With a win over our local rivals and a
very pleasing victory, despite some early batting dramas against the Old
Wilsonians, the 1st X1 is the Team of the Week.

WIMBLEDON 2017
Wilson’s is proud to have provided 20 ballboys for the Wimbledon Tennis
Championships for a number of years now. Some shots of ballboys at
the current Championships can be seen below.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

Cricket Results
Wednesday 5 July
Wilson’s vs Old Wilsonians
1st XI		
won by 5 wickets
U15A		
lost by 44 runs
Thursday 6 July
Wilson’s vs. Wallington County
Grammar
1st XI		
won by 8 wickets
Pictured above: Nathan Ferguson
Pictured below: Zak Fleming and Tom Horan

Friday 7 July
Wilson’s vs. Hayes
U12A		
won by 47 runs
U12B		
won by 9 wickets
Monday 10 July
Wilson’s vs. Langley Park
14A beat Langley Park by 44 runs
14B beat Langley Park by 37 runs

Pictured above: Dan Moore collecting the Eric Massey
Shield on behalf of the 1st XI after their victory over the
Old Wilsonians.

WE’RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD!
Last week saw the Junior Production, in which a staggering
number of students took part. With over 70 members of the
cast, 15 stage hands and crew members, and 20 musicians, The
Wizard of Oz was one of the most ambitious projects that the
school has undertaken. The quality of the performances on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday last week was high, and
there was the addition of a matinée performance on the
Wednesday afternoon this year, which was attended by 115
students and 9 staff from High View Primary School. They had
smiles on their faces throughout and their great enjoyment from
booing the witch was tangible. When leaving one young man
remarked somewhat ironically, 'Wilson’s is great! You get to do
drama all day; we just do maths and literacy’.
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The splendid performances, which went from strength to
strength, were slick; ever ready, the cast and principals conducted themselves with professionalism, and the months of hard
work truly paid off. Each evening, the audience was delighted
with the quality of the acting, choreography, costumes, make-up,
singing, music, staging and lighting. After the final encore of
We’re off to see the Wizard came to a close on the final night of
the performance, the principals gave a heartfelt 'thank you' to all

those who were involved: the production would not have been
possible had it not been for not only a number of dedicated staff,
but also student helpers such as Gabriel Lumsden in Year 11,
who stepped in to fill the role of the Lion with only two weeks to
go before the show, following an unfortunate injury; Miles
Robinson an invaluable help with preparation of the professionallooking costumes and make-up; our former School Captain Chris
Gotts, and his co-worker, Emmanuel Abebrese, who co-ordinated
a large team to ensure that the sound, lighting, and scene
changes were of the highest quality. These students, and all
those who committed to the performances truly embraced the
meaning of the school motto: non sibi sed omnibus.
Thanks, too, go to all those parents who contributed clothing for
costumes, and to all those who came to support. The students
gained a great deal from the experience, and it is with very little
doubt that the memories from the show will stay with them for a
very long time indeed.
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Links
Next Week’s Menus
Absence Request Form
Calendar

Looking Ahead
•

Monday 4 September - Staff Only Day

•

Tuesday 5 September - term begins for
Y7 and Y13

•

Thursday 7 September - term begins for
Y12

•

Friday 8 September - term begins for Y8,
Y9, Y10 and Y11

•

Tuesday 19 September - SCHOOL
CLOSED FOR SELECTIVE
ELIGIBILITY TEST.

Deputy Head’s
Reminder
Summer Holidays
A reminder that pupils do not have
access to the school during the holidays
unless there is a specific arrangement
under the supervision of a teacher.
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THE WIZARD OF OZ

WANDLE WALK
A group of pupils from Year 10, Year 9 and Year 7 set off
undaunted, with Wandle Walk veteran Mr Hudson leading
the way. Though they did not know it, their journey of discovery would take them through the mysterious lands of
Beddington, Carshalton, Hackbridge and Mitcham, culminating in a triumphant finish at Morden Hall Park. Gripped
by the spirit of adventure, the students barely noticed the
time flying by as their feet moved automatically. Much was
learned on this walk, one example being that the water in
the fountain next to the Rose and Crown is home to a sizable population of Cyanobacteria, which are responsible for
the water’s turquoise-green hue.
I will add that the cafe at Morden Hall Park is slightly overpriced but does give tasty free samples of chocolate cake.
The gratitude of the twenty-eight pupils of various year
groups extends to all of the teachers who accompanied the
students.
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Article by Andy Deng, 10C
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SPORTS DAY 2017

WILSON’S CRICKET AWARDS 2017
On Thursday 13 July, Wilson’s held the annual presentation
of Cricket Awards. The school was honoured to have Mr Guy
Evans-Tipping, Chief Executive of The Cricketer magazine, in
attendance to present the awards.
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Pictured above: Dan Moore being presented with his
award for 1st XI Player of the Year by Mr Evans-Tipping.

Pictured above: All the winners after receiving their trophies.

Pictured above: Alex Lane receiving his hat for Overall Player
of the season.

WIMBLEDON 2017
Article by Zak Fleming, 10S
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The role of a ballboy or ballgirl is sometimes overlooked and under appreciated. Yet Wimbledon could not run in the efficient manner it has done over decades if not for the role of these so called
BBGs. My experience has been incredible and truly indescribable.
To be ballboying for the world’s greatest players at the highest level is an unbelievable achievement and something I have not taken
for granted. The crowd at times have been electric and such a
motivating force. Having ballboyed for Andy Murray and Johanna
Konta on Centre Court, the support we received from the British
crowd was inspiring. It is times like this where the crowd’s energy
helps you in getting through that shift when your body is wanting a
break ever so badly. Wimbledon has been mentally and emotionally taxing, having to maintain a high level of intensity whenever
you step out onto any court, especially on Centre Court. At the
end of the day, you’re ready for bed but when you wake up, you
go again giving your best.

Co-curricular and
Sports Links
Co-curricular Timetable
Sports Fixtures

